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CHAPTER I 
TilE PROBLEM 
Historically the care of psychiatric patients has un-
dergone many changes in regard to treatment and to treat-
ment agent. The recognition that the nurse performs thera-
peutic functions with psychiatric patients was instrumental 
in the philosophical and practical formulation of many 
recent advances in patient care. These changing aspects 
range from the therapeutic ailieu to nurse-psychiatrist co-
therapy with psychiatric patients (Greenblatt, 1955; 
Mandell & Freitas, 1961). 
The nursing profession appears eo have directed atten-
tion toward two major foci; nursing care in the acute phase 
of illness and the development and refining of nursing care 
principles . 
Although the length of hospitalization for the psychi-
atric patient bas been reduced, there remains in most psy-
chiatric hospitals a large number of patients in the post 
acute phase of illness. Depending upon the institution and 
its staffing patterns, a large proportion of these patients 
.ust rely totally upon the nurse for therapeutic assistance. 
- 1 -
Tba ever increeaing usa of day boapieala throughout 
tba country -oat urgently underlines tbe neceaaity of di-
recting attention towards nursing functiona in tbe post 
acute pbase of illneaa. 
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Little bas bean written regarding tbia pbaaa nor does 
it appear tbat au.ffic:ient apecific attention baa been d1-
ractad towarda appropriatenua in tbe application of nurs-
ing care principlea vitb reapect to tbia ataga of i llness. 
Liaitations beyond tbosa inherent in functions appear to be 
auggeated by Sawataky'a and Hardin's (1961) observation 
tb.at nursing peraonnel bava d1ff1culty with tha concept of 
baaltb and Ul.Aeu redding in one patient at tbe •-
tiae. Laabertaen (l9S8, p. 81) baa given explicit recog-
nition to tb1s probl•. "Tbe aeate of health in wbicb tbe 
nurse -ets tba client in a large -•sura detaraines tbe 
eapbaoia of tbe nursing funeti.ons." 
An implicit reeoanition of stages of baalth i s 
acknowledged by Hildegard Pepleu, whose original efforts 
aeve preaent day paycbiatric nursing ita iapetua. She bas 
d1ractad increaaingly .ore attention to interviewing es a 
function of psychiatric nuraea (Pepl&u, l9S3, 1960). This 
nphaais upon tbe paycbotberapeutic aapecta of counseling 
ia derived fro. tbe aaaumption that those difficulties in 
living, leading to •ental illness in a particular 
individual, are subject to investigation and concrol by 
that individual (Peplau, 1962). 
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Howavar, Peplau (1952, 1962) and othera (Cregg, 1954; 
Lewia and Holmes, 1961; Schmal, 1962) bave reca.mended 
that the psychiatrist perform the major therapeutic task 
when the patient is sufficiently integrated to utilize 
investigative psychotherapy. In .any instances this is 
noithar possible nor practical. What can be done then? 
Can a nurae perform this function, and, if ao, how can this 
tbeaa quaationa bave been an..,.red by tvo authors. 
Wban auch a relationship baa paaaed throu&b the 
ataga of marae-giving and achbophrenic-tald.ng, 
and becoeea 110r~ual1zad in tanoa of give and 
take, the oppgr ty f11r wrkiq thro11J11 th~ 
funcla.ental dyna.ics of the Ulnna baa anived. 
Here ia where the qualified psychiatric nurse--
always with eupportive supervision fro. the 
paycbiatriat--can befin working with the talking 
out the interpretat liD, the understanding--
work which the patient is now .ore ready to 
ahara. . •• Here, the inexperienced nurse gives 
over the "interpretation" to the paycbiatrilt (or other trained therapist) 1 nonathaleaa eon-tin.uing her supportive relat1onabip with the 
patient (Robinson, 1960, p. 1122). 
A .ora detailed response to tbaae queriea is provided 
vi thin the definition of nursing therapy. 
(In the acute phase of illoeaa) .. xtw.l use ia 
.. de of the strategic advantagu inherent in 
the psychiatric nurae•a role. tbrouab thia 
Mdi\la it is possible to beeOM an iaent.ifica-
don figure for the patient and to hive hlil 
par€ielpate in an intiaate, aupportive, and 
liait-aetting relationship. Tbua, the treac.ent 
taltel place priaarily in the ~arlantial order 
of therapeutic work. Ita goa~• tbe reatora-
don of ego integrity. 
In tba post-acute pbaaa of the illneao tha pa-
tient often bas need of gaining inaight into bia 
paraonality structure ana of maatary over bis 
conflicts. Tbe work tbe nuraa tberapiot then 
abifto to the order. 
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Thia calls Tbe nurse 
11111t be prepared to copa ,., • ., tr!!HJ~~'t.~~ 
noeenon and to utilize i 
uaaa in paychoanalyt ically-orientad paychotherapy 
(Hallow, 1962b, p . 15). 
Thua tbe pbaae and e.pbaaia of tbia latter paycbiatric 
nuraing approach ia deter.inad by tha pha1a of health and 
the needa of tbe patient. 
Nuraing therapy originated aa an operational approach 
to the acute pbase of Scbizopbrania. At tba on1et it was 
not conaidered a specific .ode of functioning nor was it 
founded upon a apecific psychiatric theory (Hallow, 1953) . 
Tha conception of nursing therapy •• a apecific 
therapeutic vehicle occurred following the reintegration 
of the patient with wha. tbia approach waa initially em-
ployed. 
Tha axtenaion of nursing tbarapy beyond the acute 
pba1a developed when those akill1 and abilitiea which bad 
proven effective during tba acute pbaae, vare inaufficient 
in dealiaa with the taska of tbe poet acute pba1e of ill· 
naaa. It vao observed tbat with tha reduction or 
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departure of the acute paycboeic tunooil, aoooe patients 
felt a need eo verbali&a thei r deeper probl .. a. Althougb 
the original conception of the nurse therapiet ' a role pre-
cluded functions of a paychotherapeutic natura, the role 
entailed responding to the patient's needa aa they eaerged. 
Tbia expressed need for exploration and inai&bt d ... nded 
attention, either by the nurae therapist , who bad as sisted 
the patient through the acute phase, or by a paychiatrist 
who would initiate paychotherapy. At that tiM it was 
virtua lly impoaaiblc eo obtain a psychiatrist, and the de-
ciaion was made to continue nursing therapy in the post 
acute phase of illnua. Tbe extension of thia role to 
exploratory functiona bad .. dical approval and vaa per-
for.ed under .. <lical auparvision (Mellow, 1962) . 
Nuraing therapy ia at present in the exploratory 
aeage of development. Many questions are unanevered, ""'"Y 
more are not yet for.ulated. 
This s t udy propoaed to investigate one aapect of the 
clinical investigative phase of nursing therapy, that of 
c:c anic.atloa.. 
Seat ... nt of the Probl• 
During the clinical invutigative phase of nursing 
therapy various communication methods were employed by the 
nurse therapist to altar the defensive denial preaented by 
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a pat.ient with a Borderline Schizophrenic Reaction. Would 
the identification and evaluation of the clinical effective-
ness of these methods contribute to the development of new 
knowledge in psychiatric nursing? Would investigation of 
certain factors which influenced the choice of methods used, 
yield further insights for the advancement of nursing ther-
apy? 
Tbe objectives of this study were: (a) to describe the 
clinical investigative phase of nursing therapy in one in-
stance of its practice, (b) to identify the various methods 
employed to alter one patient's denial, (c) to evaluate the 
clinical effectiveness of the various methods employed to 
alter denial, and (d) to identify the effect that the nurse 
therapist's feelings, thoughts, and beliefs bad upon the 
choice of .etbod employed to alter denial, and (e) to de-
velop hypotheses concerning the inter-relationship of clin-
ical practice, clinical supervision, and nurse therapist 
student learning difficulties. 
Scope and Delimitations of the Study 
Nursing therapy during the patient's nine day hospital-
ization was not investigated, since the severity of her de-
pression required a supportive approach at that time. Not-
withstanding, nursing therapy was instituted during that 
period and a brief discussion of her hospitalization would 
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ba appropriate. 
Tba tt.e span of detailed investigated nursing therapy 
covered a period of nina 1100tha; tbe 1n1t1al nina IDOntha 1D 
the clinical inveatigativa pbaae of nursing therapy. Dur-
ing tbis period tbe patient was sean twice a weak on an 
out-patient bash. Interviews were conducted in non-
populated areas of the hospital until an office could be 
obtained; thereafter visits were conducted in an office. 
All interviews were one hour in duration. 
A detailed lnvutigation of ell aspects of nursing 
therapy with this patient vaa not intended; tba focus was 
limited to verbal c~nication method• and thoae factors 
wbich influenced the choice of .. thod employed. 
Tba nurse therapist's feeliQaa, attitudes, and beliefs 
wbicb were verbalized cluring supervision, or written but 
unaxpreased during eupervision ware conaidered aa motivat-
ing factor• in effectiua the choice of the various .. thoda 
e.ployed 1D the clinical aituation. 
Justifications of tba Study 
Clad (1959, p. 3) eloquently depicted tbe aaping in-
conaistencies tbat plaau- the practice of therapy. 
Bow rople change their valuaa and behavior 1a 
atil a privately intuitive .attar. Technique a 
and processea of a.eliorating buman aisary in 
psychotherapy raaain in the penumbra of objec-
tive science and in the center of sueb artlatic 
subtleties as unc:onacious relationships between 
iuterviewer and client. Such operational elusive-
ness, such scientific obscurity must sa.abow be 
explicitly and publicly penetrated. 
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It was from this difference between that which waa observed 
and that which was COIIPrabanded that the uaad for further 
iuvutigatiou of cli.ui.cal Mthodolos,y -rged. 
Tbe rewards to be reaped froe research cooducted 111 
this area are invaluable; the struggle to atta.iu this prize, 
arduous. 
It is obvious that peraona effect other parsons in 
everyday life and it 1a atr1.1tiog how thaaa affects 
are iutenaifiad in the psychoanalxtic situation. 
If we can discover the patterns of auch affects and 
iaolate and refine the variables rupon.aible, we 
should be able to increase our control over them. 
Such a search will ba 10113, fruatratiug, and often 
defeating (Colby, 1960, p. 110). 
there vas a noticeable abseuce of literature deaUog 
with the proble:ooa and/or necessary adaptations posed for 
the nurse tberapiat by the onset of the poat acute state of 
illness. This paucity would appear to juatify further in-
vaatigat i oo of the clinical investigative phase of nursing 
therapy. 
RalevaDCe of tha Study 
Hursiug baa long ltalted itself to the institutional 
care of the mentally 111. Increased lcnovledga, aborter 
boapitaU.zationa, and a gradual reduction in boapital 
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cenaua, however, will requ1re ao.e alteration in the nucse's 
role (MarcbeaiDi, 1959; llevton, 1961; Sf=""•• 1962). At 
preaent public health f&cilitiu provida aupportive care to 
a lilllited nUIDbar of discharged paychiatric petieuu (Leak&u, 
1958; Roberte, 1956). Au extension of inatitutional nursing 
care to the community, beyond that provided by public he&lth 
agenciea, appears to be a future trend (Leininger, 1961; 
LePage, 1959; Peplau, 1959). Extending nuraing relation-
ahipa with psychiatric patients beyond the confines of the 
institution, in ac.e inatancu, baa been vieved vith &lu.. 
"'Ibia furthers the patieut' s dependaDCy naeda eel danger-
oualy utenda the uurse' s role to a aetting iD wb.ich the 
paycbiatriat'a guidauce is uot available" (Fries &. McLellan, 
19S9, p. 6S5). One ie iucliued to wonder why the patient'• 
dependency needa were furthered; it aa .. a doubtful that 
.. rely .. eting vith & nurse would increaae these needs. 
Wa1 there aome alteration in the nur1e'a attitude or a 
chana• between patient and nurae that evoked this response? 
Since th.ia acucly pertains to aoooe of the nucla of and prob-
1•• involved in the c.-unity care of a psychiatric patient, 
ita relev&DCa extends beyond nur&in& to all profesaioas 
that work intensively vith paycbiatric patient& residing in 
the co=•nity. 
The subject -tter of thia acucly, c.,_,nication method.a 
and those factors which influence choice of •ethocl, bears 
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relevance to counselors and therapists in the health pro• 
fessions. It is specifically germane to nursing therapy 
practice, nursing therapy supervision, and communication 
theory . 
Assumptions 
In contrast to the isolated and occasional employment 
of denial, the use of denial as a major defense, necessi-
tates a pervasive salective inattention. There occurs a 
'blotting out' of both internal and external perceptions 
and comprehension to aaintain denial, when this defense is 
threatened by the presentation of that which is being de-
nied, or anything which bas become associated with that 
wbicb is being denied (Fenicbel, 1945). 
Thus large portions of reality are not at the individ· 
ual's disposal and thought processes tend to remain static, 
unrealistic, and magical (Brody, 1960; Krapf, 1961; Hiller, 
1960). 
The attempt to alter this situation is fraught with 
frustration for the therapist and, for the patient, laden 
with anxiety. 
Relating to denial, four major assumptions undcrly this 
study: (a) that denial, in most instances, can be identi· 
fied, (b) that denial can be altered, (c) that some methods 
are more effective than others in altering denial, and 
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(d) that denial effects not only the individual using de-
nial but those who are closely involved with that individ-
ual. 
One further assumption was ID&de, namely, (e) that both 
learning and clinical practice are influenced by the nurse 
therapist student's feelings, thoughts, and beliefs. 
Review of the Literature 
The concern of this study has been direceed towa.rd the 
use of denial in tha present tt.e and in the nurse thera-
pist's approach to denial. No effort has been made, there-
fore, to deal with the origins of the defense. 
A s0118Wbat arbitra.ry line must be drawn in any discus-
sion of a single ego defense mechanism, since no single 
mechanin exists alone or is used to the exclusion of all 
others. The isolation of denial is a result of the thera-
pist's or researcher's attention (Ruesch, 1951). 
Fenichel (1945, p. 144) stated, 
The ability to deny unpleasant parts of reality 
1s the counterpart of the "hallucinatory wish 
fulfillme.nt." • • • The gradual development of 
reality testing makes such wholesale falsifica-
tion of reality impossible. However, these 
tendencies toward denial try to remain operative. 
They succeed best !C~nat certain single internal 
percept.ions of a p ul nature. 
The foregoing statement seemed to support the philosophical 
assumption that denial can be altered, and, further, it 
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t.plied certain c~nts necessary to the reduction of 
deDial. Tbue c011p0nents would appear to be: (a) a well 
defined reality that is sufficiently consistent that 
reality tasting bas some d&fiDitive and predictive value, 
(b) that reality, thougb conaistently poaaible of adapta-
tion, it not consistently posaible of .anipulation, and 
(c) that perception, both internal and external, is not 
consiatently painful, frustrating, or overwhelming. 
Tbeaa components suggested soae inherent differences 
b&c:v.en those -thocls vbith would be anticipated to prove 
-r• effective in altering deniel and tboaa -thocls of 
lusar value. Bowever, dellial 11 not neceuarily total; 
thara ara n~aeroua variations of the th..e vbich function 
to confound and complicate vbat may initially appear a 
relatively a!Jople process. 
Only in tba ea se of severe disturbance• of the 
function of reality testing (paycboaaa) do aeri-
oua and important denials remain victorious in 
adulta. To a minor degree, a aplit of the ego 
into a auperficial part that knowa the truth 
and a deeper part that denies it may, aa an out-
cOOM of "dellial in fantaay," be obaarved in every 
neurotic. Tbougb lalowi.ng tha truth, be aay act 
aa if it did not exiat •••• 
So.ett.-s the struggle between denial and 
-ry can be direccly o6aervad. An unpleasant 
fact aay alternately be acknowledged and dallied. 
If in this situation a ldnd of aubatitute obj ect 
ean be offered to perception or -ry--one vbith 
tbouah related to the objectionable fact is hera-
leu--the substitute will be accepted and the 
struggle will be decided in favor of repreasion (Fenicbel, 1945, p. 145). 
"Often, a patient will deny his incapacity in one 
form of language and admit it in another" (Weinstein & 
Kahn, 1959, p. 966). 
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From the above citations it can be seen that although 
realistic thinking is present, it is too tenuous to have 
wuch value to the individual, and the magical aspects of 
denial becomes readily apparent. 
Magic bears many implications for the individual using 
denial and their therapy. It may be used in an omnipotent 
fashion by the patient, or the therapist may be endowed 
with the patient ' s omnipotence. If these possibilities are 
observed from the patient's viewpoint, certain conclusions 
may be drawn. In the first instance there is little need 
for therapy; the theme becOIIMls, "There is nothing wrong 
with me," or, "!can take care of everything. n In the 
second instance there is little need for involvement in 
therapy; the theme becomes, "!!!!!. can do everything; you 
will cure me." Should either of these orientations be held 
by the patient, it may be seen that therapy itself is en-
tered into on the basis of denial and that the 'work' of 
therapy can not be undertaken until the basic position of 
denial baa been altered. 
Brody (1960, p. 78), although not speaking of denial 
alone, succinctly sUIDArized the value and danger of de-
nial. 
A modification of the ego-system that t.pairs 
capacities for critical self-observation and 
for the delay of wish fulfillment may at the 
same time reduce conflict and keep tension, 
anxiety, guilt1 shame, or other types of dis-comfort at a ~nimum. 
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He further included observable evidence of such impairment 
and cieed, (a) perceptions which gratify wishes or protect 
anxiety and guilt but do not give the patient a useful pic-
ture of the environment, (b) thought processes and/or ac-
tions which gratify or protect but do not culminate in use-
ful insights and thoughts, and (c) object relationships 
which gratify and protect rather than being lll&ture relation-
ships. 
Involvement and commitment to therapy is not a one way 
process. The nurse therapist must commit herself to the 
patient. It is widely recognized that involvement calls 
forth emotional responses in the therapist (Branch & Ely, 
1959; Holmes, 1960; Hyde & Goggan, 1958; Mellow, 1962; 
Rado, 1959). These intellectual and emotional responses 
can be advantageous or undermine therapeutic endeavors. 
Lockerby (1958, p . 78) cl .. rly demonstrated this process. 
Emotional and ineellectual factors filter the 
transmission and reception of sensory iapres-
sions. There is more than a semantic distinc-
tion between looking and seeing, hearing and 
liotening •••• We see w6at we think we see 
and hear what we think we bear. Experience and 
purpose select and interpret these i~ressions. 
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The quest.ion that arhu ia: wban thai& responses oc-
cur in the nurse therapist, what effect clo they have upon 
c~nication in both nursing therapy practice and nursing 
therapy 1upervioion? 
The potentials of an analyst'• ee1f-ob•ervation as 
a aource of working hypotheses ere atill under-
utiiiAted. For example, 1111cb of what i8 ten.ed 
"understanding" the patient derivea fr011 an ana-
lyat'a bunting through e.pathic ecbo-re1ponses in 
bt.aelf and .. tcbing thea with bi1 perceptl of 
the patient. Systeaatic ~elf·ob .. rvation by 
analy1t1 offers pra.i1e of naw inforaation about 
.. ntal life. Introlpaction, once dilparaged ao 
unre1iably subjective, is nov beginDing to be 
recogni&ed even by operationaliltl •• • type of 
ob1ervation and hence a legitiaate 1ource of data 
(Colby, 1960, p. 88). 
Baney (1960, pp. 78-81; pp. 123-128) 1poka of two con-
cepti wbicb appear sipificant in regard to denial and the 
effect of tbe nurse therapist's emotional ra1ponses upon 
practice and learning. 
Tbe firat concept was abstraction in ca-unication 
wbicb Haney defined as the proceaa of focu1ing on some de -
tail• wbile neglecting the re1t. Failure in recognizing 
the uae of the noraal procu1 of ablt:raction led to "all-
nau," or jud&ing a wbole by itl paru. "Aa one'• allness 
increa1a1, bi1 1earaability deere•••• and vice ver1a. 
crovtb and develo.,.ent tend to cea1e a1 bil allneu uceeds 
bil Learnability" (Baney, 1960, p. 81). 
Scbwartt and Shockley (1956, p. 26) praaented an ex-
uple of !laney's concept of "allneu." "Tbe patient bad 
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O.•n aaaaul~ive 1D the paa~, bu~ recan~ly bad no~ assaul~ad 
uyoae. llaver~leu ward peraoand ware a till afraid of 
ba, and bio repuution ao a "danaarouo" patian~ perai&Ud. 
" 
llaney' a aecond coneep~ deal~ with tha pendulua effect 
aooociated with polarization, or treating contraries aa 
though they ware contradictories. Tba pendulua effect oc-
curo batwaan two parties. When raaiotanca io applied by 
the firot party, tbe oecond par~y rupondo with an aqU4l 
ru11tance. Tbe .ore reo11~ce, the .ore frutic bec.,..s 
tha efforto of the proponento and the penclul.,. lwit~gs 1D 
ever areater area. 
Tba following airuation aptly da.onotra~ad the penclu-
11111 affect. 
Mr. Wit~n bad gradU4lly loot waigb~ becauoa of bis 
continued refUsal to ea~. When he wao offered 
food at mealt~, be would raj ec~ i~ in a n1111ber 
of waya. Usually, be would beco.e upset and about 
at the nurae to leave bi• alone. So.eti .. a be 
would aay he was not hu113ry; at other timea be 
aaa .. d pbyoically revolted by food. At atill 
other tt.&o be would say "1 don't like ~be food 
hare. I'll eat if you 1li taka .. to a raotaurut." 
lf tha nu.rae insisud upon bia eating, ba beca10e 
.ora upaa~ ud .ore ruht&A~, o_.ti.aa throvinJt 
tbe tray in auaer. Often, patian~ and nurae would 
abou~ a~ eacb other, tha nurae 1Da11~1ng tha~ be 
bad to ea~ ud the patietlt ino11tin& tha~ be would 
not do ao (Scbwarcz ud Sbocklay, 1946, p. 140) . 
Tba therapy of any indivi d\141 11 c,.poaed of .ore than 
dealina vith .ecbanins of defeuoa; it 11 an int~te ever-
cbansin& experience between two paopla a~ta.pting, and at 
U..a, oot atte.pting eo c-mlcata vith one another. 
fra. the diatribution of the ralationahip it 
appeara that the interaction procaaa waa fo-
cuaed on the T.'s (therapiat'a) activity--
aiving opinion, wbicb il uaually interpreta-
tion • . • and giving direction or au13eation . 
. • • Aa the therapiat interprata, tba Pt. (pa-
tient) goea to work on bia taak. . . , dropa 
aocializing a.nd intellactualizina dafenaea. . . , 
ahowa agree~~ent. • . , underatanding. . . , and a 
dependent-type need. . . • From another point of 
view, a1 T. gives direction, Pt. aaka for orienta-
tion. . . , gives lese general opinion. • . , and 
.ore orientation, or intellectualization. . • , 
lea a •t~'•~nt ... , and underauadina . . . --
which 1 .ore of a dafenaiva picture--balking. 
Al1o, tba acre Pt. d11agreea .•• , the leas T. 
fivaa direction. . . , and tha .ora be aaraea, otarprata the tranaferance ••• (S .. raa, 
Greenblatt, & Boyd, 1955, p. 8). 
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~ue1cb (1962) baa expreued the vi., that the recep-
tion of •euage1 wbicb are either too intan .. or r..ain 
below tha tbraehold, are poorly timed or inappropriate to 
tha action and situation .. Y ra1ult in dl.aturbad communica-
tion. Tbil ia due to a breakdown in tha feedback .achan-
isml and tha infor.ation held by the patient becomes erro-
neoue. 
Ooa of tbe basic tenets of any type of therapy is thet 
tha tharapiet'a ca..unication can ba effective in altering 
tha patient • 1 c.a• -u•nll.ication end tha undarlyina thoughts and 
fealing1. Certain recent re1earch hal been directed toward 
the affectivenell of varioul .ethod1 of therapeutic inter-
action. 
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Frank and Svea~l&Dd (1962) found that clarification 
of faaliQgl , forced insight, and interpretation all pro-
duced a .. rkad increase in the nu.bar of patient responses 
that de.onstrated underatand1ng and inaight. Tba reverse 
waa found when direct queationa ware .. ployed. 
Spaiaaan (1959) found that aodarate lavale of in~er­
pre~a~ion were more effective than auparficial or deep 
interpretation in aaintain.ing a lower level, or reducioa 
the level, of realsta.nce. Realatance waa defined in teBs 
of oppnlition, denial, auperficiality, and blocking. t'bose 
.. thode vbich Speia.an vi.ved aa .adera~e level• of 1nter-
pre~a~ion were: (a) reata~e.ent or iaplied focuaiQg of 
.. tarial in awareness, (b) connec~ing, for the patient, 
tvo aapacta in the contex~ of the previoua a~a~e.en~. (c) a 
reforwulation of the pa~ien~'• behavior durin& ~be inter-
viav in a way not explici~ly recognized previously, and 
(d) co.manting on facial and body expreaaiona ao mani-
featationa of feeling. 
There appeared to be considerable consensus that, on 
an individual bub, certain ca-mica~ion .. thods were 
.are effective than other•. 
one ai&b~ aaaUII& the~ in any therapeutic procedure 
wbera underat.andiQg between peraona 11 • guid1QS 
.ada of operation, d1fferencu between paden~ 
and therapia~ are essential 1f the patten~ ia ~o 
.. ka favorable progreaa. Specifically, i~ aeeas 
tba~ ~be iapnr~~ differencu are differe.ncea in 
the c-.deetioa ayat- of the two persona aud 
that the progreas of therepr 1a related to the 
patieat•a experience, oooac oua or uaeoaacioua, 
of u rol eatiDg with auother individual--the 
therepiat•-vboae values aucl c:c= •nic:atioa aye tea 
are different froa his own (Rueatb, 1951, p. 82). 
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Rueeeb, altbougb epeaklng of eoa.unieetion factors, 18· 
pliecl that which Will (1957, p. 11) etatecl .ore explicitly. 
There is as yet no tec:hnique which in iteelf is 
curative. Despite tbe ueefulneee of theory ancl 
technique each patient 1a euentially unique, 
as ia each therapist, and the reaulte geinecl 
with one therapist will differ froa thoee with 
anothert the "failuran or "aucce1111 of a patient 
with one therapist would DOt be exactly clupli· 
catecl by bia work with auother. A peyc.hiatric 
tetbnique becc•es the.rapeutic only through its 
expruaion by a buaan agent in au interpersonal 
aituation. 
Kalaaucl (1959, p. 339) cautionecl against eaploying 
abort-cut explauationa to help a patient unclerstancl. 
Experience teaches, however, that unlue the 
pa tient brings forth theee experience• biaaelf 
ancl geine e.otional ae vall u intellectual 
i neigbt by actually reliving the., tbe reeulta 
are either not obtainecl at ell or reaain on a 
verbal level without any encluring effecte. 
Othere (Rueech, 1962; Dean, 1961) coneurrecl with Malamud's 
view. 
Deeignatioa of an 'icleal' aethocl to be ueecl in con· 
junction with cleaial 1a priAarily cleterainecl by the degree 
to vbicb the epecific 1Mthod aeete the criteria of that 
wbicb ie consiclerecl an 'icleal' therapeutic approach to 
clenial. 
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Pbiloaopby of Clinical Practice Relating to Denial 
Any pbiloaopby of therapy evolvea froe 8Qre baaic be-
liefa, the individual's viev of aan. The view of aan from 
vbicb thia particular philosopby of therapy e.erged reate 
on three inter-related pres! sea. 
It ia believed that to deter.ine the pattern one's own 
life ia to follow ia tbe reaponaibility of each individual; 
that growth and change ia a product of thia raaponaibility. 
Batie to reaponai bility is aan'a inherent need to relate to 
othera. Thio need can effect the .. nner in, or degree to 
vbic:h, ruponlibility 11 exerciled; arowth a.nd ebange are 
aought. 
The 'growing' individual 11 vieved aa one who ration-
ally exerciou hh responaibiliey. He aeeka relatedness 
vbicb ellowa the aaintenance of aaparatenua and integrity, 
and reaponda to life and living. 
The pbiloaopby of therapy specifically relating eo 
denial waa gradual in ita ... rgence. Ie ia felt that the 
growth and change that is the duired reault of eberapy is 
not direcely ateributable to therapy or t .herapht, but to 
the reaponaibiliey exerciaed by ehe individual involved in 
therapy. Without the auu.peion of thil ruponaibility, 
lietle can be aceoepliabed. In thia contexe therapy is 
aeen aa a faeilieaeing agent, which funct ion• to encourage 
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ud auiat the patient 1A achieving hia goals. 
In aoooe instances the type of relate4Dau the patient 
ia seeking inhibits the aaau.ption of responsibility. This 
dependency c&JI DOt be supported. It beca.ea the function 
of the therapist to define, clarify, and work toward estab-
lishing the condi tions neceasary to attain the goals of 
therapy aa rapidly aa poasibla. Tba therapist's contribu-
tion ia to help the patient face hia difficulties, DOt 
'solve' or evade th•. The patient' a contribution is to 
enter actively 1Ato the aharing, questioning, ud search-
ing of vbich therapy 11 ca.poaed. 
Tbe task of therapy ia focused on involv ... nt; en-
couraging patient participation aa an adult in vbat aight 
be te<Md a separate but eq..al relationship. What is 
aougllt 1a an ints..&te tvo-peraon uperhnce; ~tach individ-
ual r eapectil\g, effecting, and aiding the other. 
Patience and realistic hope are vital components to 
therapy and therapist. Growth 11 dow and el-nts of 
sustenance are easential. Despair can lead to counter-
denial, acceptance of chronicity, and withdrawal of 
'aentla fir.neaa.• 
Tbe aaau.ption of rational reapoaaibility is negated 
by additional factors . Denial, bloekina adeq..ate percep-
tion, effects eval..ation. Tbe job of therapy becomea one 
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of helping the patient aae what 1s oot l>aioa aeen; to be-
come aware of that which ia unheeded, and to work through 
that which vas evaded. The individual then baa the oppor-
tunity to decide and deteraine his future rather than 
operate as an agent of hia 'diiiOils.' 
This philoaopby vaa derived fr- both clinical end 
theoretical aourcea (lont.e, 1959; Coanolly, 1960; Copp & 
Copp, 1960; Dean, 1961; Fro.., 1955; Jaapera, 1955; 
Johnaon, D., 1960; Negelberg, 1959; Peplau, 1954; Rogers, 
C. 1956; Schroeder, 1960; Tauber, 1959). 
Tboae -thoda which would be viewed u 'ideal' to 
alter den1al would reflect thia philosophy. ~bodied 
vi thin these •thode would be tha el-ntl of apecificity, 
directneaa, respect, intereat, end reaponaibility. They 
would require the involv-nt end direct participation of 
both therapiat end patient. 
Organization of the R-inder of the Study 
Chapter Il will ducril>a the ..,thodolo&Y nployed in 
the atudy. Chapter Ill vill present a brief overview of 
the period of nuraina therapy wh.icb preceded the inves-
tigative phase. Thia a~ry will serve u en introduction 
to the presentation of the nurse tberapiat•patient interac• 
tion incidents which were used aa data for thia atudy. 
Chapter IV vill pruent t .be analysis end interpretation 
of the dete, ADd Cb&pter V vill tender c:oneludooo ADd 
rec-ndetions. 
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QIAPTERII 
METIIODOLOCY 
A formulative approach waa choaen to atudy selected 
inatancaa of communication involving denial. This path 
waa deemed appropriate in the light of two apecific fea-
turaa: (a) tba intention waa to gaa.rate ratbar than test , 
bypotbaaaa through, (b) an intenaiva invaatiption of one 
insueca of nursing therapy {Seliu, Jaboda , Deutacb, & 
Cook, 1960). 
Subjacta 
Tba sample was coapoaad of interaction incidents ab-
atractad fr011 tbe verbal c_.mtcation of two subjects; 
ona patient and one nurse therapiat. Initially the pa-
tient waa aalected by the nurse therapiat for the purpose 
of clinical experience in nuraing therapy. Tbe interest 
in denial and Mthoda "'"ployed to altar denial arose from 
coua•nication difficulties encountered in tha ensuing in-
teraction. It was on tbia baaia tbet tba particular pa-
tient and the particul.ar nurse tberapilt ware selected as 
tba aubjacta for tbia study. 
Only a brief description of tba patiant-aubject will 
ba given at this point; a 110ra detailed diacuuion is 
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praaaotad in chapter chree. 
K&ry, che patient- subject, v11 a 25 year old, aiagle 
Ceucaaian f ... le vboae initial diagnoaia vas Reactive De-
praaaion. Sbe va.a verbally effuaive, but apoke only 1D 
ganaralitiea end eluded specificity. Hary'l idantifice-
tion of bar probleas vas uncertain end unraaliatic; she 
tended to v1ev chea in a aagical .anner that precluded 
raaponaibility end clarification. 
Tba nuraa therapist-subject bed navar actually worked 
vich a patient on a 1:1 basil until chia patient was chosen 
for =ra1Dg cherapy. Duriag bar ex~rlenca 1D paycbiatric 
auraing cha nurae therapist bed bed contact vitb aany pa-
tleata; a contact, .areover. of a period.ic and non-
contractual nature . 
Con troll 
No controls have been offered for this atudy ocher than 
the patient' a diagnosis, Borderline Schizophrenia. 
Date Collection 
Partially structured clinical interview• were e.ployed 
aa cha .. thod of collecrlag data. The concern of the cli111-
cel interview v11 vich broad underlying fael11111 or .ativa-
tiona rather chan isolated effacta of a apecific experience. 
Alchou&b the 1Dterv1awer U..V in advance upon wbicb a.specta 
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of feeling and experience she wished to focus, neither the 
manner of eliciting the information nor the timing was pre-
determined. 
The purpose for which the information was gathered de-
termined those aspects of feeling and experience which were 
elicited during the interview. In this instance the pri-
.ary purpose of the interview was a therapeutic one. Bow-
ever, the data lent itself to the study and there did not 
appear to be sufficient difference in the basic purpose of 
therapy and research to view this as a limitation. 
"It (nursing therapy) is at one and the same time a 
treatment approach to emotional illness and a research 
method of investigation of clinical issues" (Mellow, 1962, 
p. 59). Erickson (1958, p. 76) stated, "Clinical work is 
always research in progress •••• " 
Written recordi.ngs of each patient intervl.ew were made 
by the nurse therapist following the interview. An attempt 
was made to record on a verbatim basis. The time lapse be-
tween interview and recording varied from immediate record-
ing to a span of four boura. Transcribed verbatim tape 
recordings of the nurse therapist's supervision were also 
employed. 
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S•pla 
~ nurae therapist interaction ineideota utilized 
vera abatractad frooo the written recordings of patient 
1neerviewa and supervision ttaoacripu. All incidents 
ware abatraeted which dealt with the two major themes pre-
aanted by the patient. The firat the .. waa that of de-
pendency; the second vas a fear of erotic thoughts and 
faalinga. 
Certain incidents were alt-inated for any of the fol-
lowing ruaona: 
(a) External 1nterferaoce which influenced aurae 
tharapbt-patieot cc• mt cation; ..-ly interruptiooa by 
patient• or peraonnel. 
(b) Alteration of incident• required to uintein the pa-
tient'• anooy.ity, wbich vaa aufficiantly axtanaive to 
alter the .. antng of the e~ndcation. 
(c) The nature of tbe aurae therapiat'a raaponaa aade 
plec-nt in a lingle category S..po .. ible. 
(d) Repetition. 
Following el1mtnation procedural, 105 incidents re -
mained and were employed aa data for the atudy . These io-
cidantl were altered in no uonar other than minor changes 
nacaaaary to obacure identity. 
The nurae therapiat's feelinga, thoughta , and beliefa 
ware abatraeted from the sa.e aource aa the nurae 
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therapist-patient interaction incidents. The abstraction 
was performed prior to the analysis of data to a lleviate 
possible bias in the process. 
The absence of pre-established controls and defined 
variables is a limitation of this method of data collection. 
A further limitation is the variations in informational 
content of interview recordings. This variation may reflect 
the therapist's focus in data gathering, and/or genuine and 
objective differences among patients. 
The absence of a systematic guide for selective re-
cording of data increaau the n1111ber of u.nlr.nown sources of 
variation from case to case. In using a single patient and 
saking no attempt to record select.ively, this li.lllitation is 
somewhat modified (Beller, 1962). 
Method of Data Analysis 
Content Analysis was the method uployed to exuine 
the data. "Content analyais !!_ ! research technique !2!: 
~ objective, systematic, ~ quantitative description 2f 
the .. ntfeat ;:C;:oon::;t::e;:n:=t 2f c..-udcation" (Berelaon, 1952, 
p. 19). 
The assumptions underlying content analysis are: 
(a) .anifest content is meaningful, (b) there ia a valid 
relationship between content and intent, and (c) a 
quantitative description of communication ia meaningful 
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(Beralaon, 1952). 
Content analyail involvea claulficatlon and quantifi-
cation of the data. Claaaification is acbiavad through 
category formulation; quantification ia attainad through 
deter.inlng frequency of occurrence (Jaboda, Deutach, & 
Cool<, 1951). 
Tbe llaitationa of content analysla appropriate to 
tbil atudy ara that tha for'Mllation of catagoriu presented 
difficulty and that the qualification of data waa limited. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF THE DA'IA 
Presented in this chapter are the nurse therapist-
patient interaction incidents which were abstracted from 
the interviews held with Mary following her discharge fr011 
the hospital. Her period of hospitalization is summarized, 
also, for the purpose of providing a clearer orientation to 
the patient and the setting in which her nursing therapy 
began. 
Resume of the Nine Day Hospitalization 
Mary, a childhood diabetic, was a 25 year old unmarried 
Catholic woman wbo bad lived with her family throughout her 
life. This was her stlcond adaaisaion to a psychiatric hospi-
tal, the first adaisaion had occurred two years previously 
following a self adainistered overdose of sedatives. 
Mary was admitted to this hospital as a precaution 
againat suicide. Prior to this adaaission abe bad been 1n 
therapy with a psychiatric resident for one year. The 
reaident stated be knew little about Mary; she usually cried 
throughout thei.r boura and rarely spoke. Be bad asked Mary 
to write her biography for him since she seemed unable to 
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apeak abou~ banelf; Mary coooplied, the bioarapby was wri~­
~eu , in abor~band. 
Kary' 1 appearance vas tba~ of a youna teen-aaer. Both 
bar face and fisure ae-d no~ yet to have taltan on the 
contour• of adulthood . She dreaaad neatly, but her cloth-
in& would have been .ore appropriate for a young girl. 
Her face vas expreaaioulesa although teara walled in her 
eyaa frequently. 
Mary vaa overly polite aDd deferred to otbara. She 
felt abe vaa hopeless and that othera vera vaating their 
tt.e and affor~ 1n tty1.ng to balp bar. Sba ~alked effu-
dvaly, but only iu ge..eralltiea, and d-•~rated a.uing 
deftneaa in eacapin& an i saue. Mary aav bar pri8ary prob-
1 .. a a that of beln& a diabetic. She feared diabetic 
co.plica~iona ouch aa blindnau and leg uputations; abe 
bad areat diffic:ul~y in re.aining on the diabe~ic die~. 
Frequan~ly Mary would ee~ large quantitiea of ic:e c:reaa 
and chocolate tlbicb abe ~er.ed "goin& on a aveet bin&•." 
In .oat inatanceo abe vaa able ~o re-ea~abliab diabe~ic 
raauladoa vithou~ boapitalization. a-ver covering her 
intalta with lnlnlin vea prt.arily auurworlt and aha vas 
frightened the~ aha would &ive baraelf ~oo 8Uch, or too 
lit~la, Inaulin. Other than diabe~u Mary v1eve bar diffi-
cultiaa t .n tel:'lla of scrupulodty, the iapouibility of at-
taining peace, and a lecturing father. 
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the striking thing in regard to her father was that 
although Mary professed to hate him, everything she said 
of her father was positive. "Everyone loves and respects 
him, and he deserves it, he's so fair •••. I can rely 
on any advice be gives -·" the question that arose was: 
if Mary did bate her father, why did she bate him? Cer-
tainly his giving lectures vas insufficient reason, but 
no other reason was offered. It seemed more likely that 
sha did not hate him, but then why did she profess it? In 
l ight of several comaents made, it appeared that Mary 
aigbt view recognizing ber feelings of love for her father 
as dangerous. 
Mary spoke of her mother in glowing terms, sbe loved 
her, she was wonderful, mother's whole life was wrapped up 
in Mary . Mary felt badly about causing bar mother so IIUCh 
worry, so much trouble, and ao much work. My suppoaition 
was that the reverse might well be true. 
Prior to her diacharge, plans were made with Mary to 
continue nursing therapy on an out-patient basis . this ar-
rangement met with the approvlll of all concerned, the pa-
tient, physician and nurse. It offered Mary three therapy 
sessions each week, one with the psychiatrist and two with 
the nurse. 
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Initial Context of the Clinical Investigative Phase 
Mary ' s discharge from the hospital presented the nurse 
with a host of new experiences; the setting, degree and 
type of responsibility . 
Nursing therapy was no longer conducted within the 
familiar confines of a ward environment; it was now under -
taken 1n an office-type setting. The physical transition 
froe ward to office provided little difficulty for patient 
and nurse . The transition was merely an extension of 
practices initiated during the final days of the patient's 
hospitalization. 
Implied within tbe framework of out-patient therapy 
was a de.gree and type of responsibility which was profoundly 
anxiety-provoking. Tbe nurse could no longer rely on the 
watchful eye of ward personnel or the evaluative abilities 
of the psychiatrist. Two questions recurrently troubled 
the nurse: how depressed, how anxious is this patient; 
wbat is she likely to do during the long period between 
sessi ons? The nurse did not feel sufficiently skilled to 
evaluate this potentially suicidal patient she had known so 
briefly. 
Another aspect of the degree of responsibility inher-
ent in the nurse therapist role was forcefully brought to 
the fore with Mary's transition from the acute to the post-
acute phase of illness. This aspect involved a disparity 
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in the aurae's precoDCeptioaa end the actu&Utiea of clin-
ical practice in tba clinical ioveatigative pbeae. 
The nurse bed U&UIIed that nuraiag therapy would en-
tail the aame clear distinction between the role of the 
aurae and that of the psychiatriat encountered in previous 
paychiatric nuraing experience. Thia delineation was a 
functional one; the psychiatrist's rulm was that of psycho-
pathology and the nurse's that of avery-day experiences in 
living. The nurse .tgbt listen to patient verbalizations 
of intrapaychic probleaa, but did not deal with thea beyond 
conveying this iaforaatioa to tbe psychiatrist or sugge st-
ing that thia be done by the patient. In brief this prior 
role of the aurae vas concentrated in two areas. 
(a) Tbe nurae attempted to help the patient reeognize 
those factora in the environment which instigated or initi-
ated the patient's anxiety. 
(b) The nurse assisted the patient in usin& problem solving 
techniquaa in relation to experiences and problema of daily 
living. 
The initial recopition that nuraiDJ therapy e.ployed 
an invaatigation of the patient' a -de of fwu:tion with 
other parsons u a M&J>s of duUna with both pathological 
end healthy aspects of personality brought an iaitial re-
jection of this responsibiliry. This rejection was di-
rected towards the inclusion of paycbopethology in the 
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nurse's realm of fun.ctions, and was focused upon def icien-
cies felt to be essential in assuaing th.is responsibility. 
These deficiencies were concerned witb diagnostic and 
therapeutic skills . 
Tbe depth implied in the performance of this role re-
quired tbat tbe nurse move beyond those principles wbicb 
bad previously been a guide to nursing care. Acceptance, 
l:Uo.it-setting, reassurance, and otber principles 
(Fernandez & Zagorin, 1959; Matheney & Topalis, 1957), al-
tbougb not discarded, were no longer found adequate to 
meet the present task. 
Nursing therapy supervision did not concentrate upon 
tbe use of nursing care principles, but ratbar upon assist-
ing the patient to confront, comprehend, and assimilate 
tbat which was being denied. 
Individual supervision consisted of weekly one hour 
meetings with the nurse wbose efforts bad developed the 
concept of nursing therapy. 
Presentation of Nurae Therapist-Patient Interaction Incidents 
Nurse tberapiat -patient interaction incidents are pre-
sented with the nurse tberapiat' s concurrent feelinga, 
thoughts, and beliefs. A joint presentation of co.aunica-
tion and those factors which influenced the nurse' s commun-
ication would facilitate participation in the evolving 
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proceaa of nuraing therapy. 
At a later point this ache.e of presentation will be 
uaed aa a basis for the analysis of the data. The final 
nurse therapist-patient couplet of each interaction inci-
dent vaa deaigoated aa the unit to be analyzed (Selitz, 
Jahoda, Deutsch, 6< Cook, 1960). The preceding c....unica-
tion was preaented to establish a frame of reference in 
which to view tbe unit of analyais. 
Each interaction incident will be acco.panied by the 
nurae therapiat's goal for that specific incident, and, 
vbeD appropriateJ by a 'correction.' The 'correction' 
indicated a state.ent or question which, in the nurse 
therapist' a opinion, would have greater potential for ac -
complishing the specified goal. In some incidents the 
nurse therapist's goal vas viewed aa inappropriate in 
retrotpect. In auch inttancet the 'correction' is directed 
towards a .ore appropriate goal. 
All interaction incident• and the accoapanying feel -
ings, thoughts, and beliefs have been abstracted from 
supervision tranacripta and verbatia recordings made by the 
nurse therapist following the patient's interview. The in-
teraction incidents have been presented without alteration, 
and , due to the absence of editing, may preaent ao.e diffi-
culty to tbe reader. It ia felt that an acquaintance with 
the sy.bols used would facilitate the reader's comprehension. 
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The following syabols were used throughout the inci• 
denta: N refers to the nurse therapist's co..uni cation, 
and P indicates the patient's coa.unication. 
Parentheses have been employed for three purposes. 
The nurse therapist's observations are enclosed in paren-
theaes; an example of this use would be (Mary became 
anxious). In SOlie instances long tangential discourses 
were su..arized with a brief stat ... nt outlining the con-
tent of the discourse . Tbeae su.maries are encloeed in 
parentheses to indicate that they are not verbatim communi· 
cation. An example would be (Mary spoke of a shopping 
excursion sbe was planning). Parentheses were also used 
in the conventional IUllller to clarify quoted material when 
the Haning of that .,.terial or the referent was uncertain. 
Interview eight was the first interview following 
Mary's discharge fro. the hospital . 
Third Week: Concern for Patient Safety 
The nurse therapist expreued to her supervisor, "1 
think Mary is a lot eicker that she appears to be on the 
surface. " Mary bad spoken of otepping off the curb without 
looking, hoping abe would be bit by a paaoing car; of rush-
ing into traffic without pauaing when driving a car. Mary 
added that this had ceased since her diaebarge from the 
hospital; however, 1 was doubtful. The nurse therapist 
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further expressed: 
I a. afraid that she (Mary) will go out and co.o.it 
suicide. I don't think abe really ia (plann.ing 
au.icide), but I am afraid I will be the one that 
foes and does it (be instrumental in causing su-cide by asking questions and pushing too far, 
resulting in panic). She bas plenty of equipment 
to do it, Benedict's Solution and Insulin. I 
know tb.is threat 18 unreasonable, because if abe 
is going to do it tbera ian' t a darn tbin.g that 
I can do about it. • . • I think this is the prob-
lem, this sort of general panic becauae abe is so 
tense and anxious. You can alao1t tell by Just 
looking at her (Mary) whenever you are touching 
on a touchy subject. 
Interview 8 Incident 1 
p I have to pla{ every note in the song juat right, or 
keep playing t until it is just right. That shouldn't 
aake any difference. It should be for fun. Ky piano 
teacher wanted - to teach, but I knew I waan' t good 
enough. 
N What you think is not aa t.portant as what others 
think? 
p Yes, s011etiloes I ju1t can't think straigbt. Thoughts 
swar. in ey bead juet ao I don't think of other t&ing1. 
When I was ccaing over here I saw a w0111an who was ex-
pecting CHary became anxious), and she looked so tired. 
Her face was so white. I thought abe probably bad five 
kids at home. I worry so about other people's problems 
that I can't be bappr· I guess I should worry more 
about ey own abouldn t I? 
N Yea . 
p ~ry a§oke of her general inability to tolerate ill-
nan an pain). 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
What will she do when she leaves 
bere? Will she 1uicide? Does abe 
have fears of pregnancy? 
Reduce anxiety. 
"Is it difficult to think of your 
own problems?" This reapon•• would 
not have probed, but clarified the 
issue. 
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Interviev 10 Iocidet 2 
We bad ban d11cuu1ng Mary' a faellq that Diabatu pre-
voted bar f rooo doing everything abe whbed to do. 
II If you bad your wish what would you want? 
P Mot to al::r• have to think about 1naulin and apeci -
II 
.. aa (thi a&). I would love to have 6 ,000 children. 
1 would settle for four or five. 
llave you thought any al:>out the aan you would like to 
aarry? 
P Yea, j uat like ay brother, be ia wonderful. 
II What are the things you think are wonderful in your 
brother? 
P lie alway a bad to work bard for what he got. lie is 
wonderful with children; be kind of aaku thh vent 
what be thinks 1a right. lie juat doean • t tell thee. 
lie h ao kind. 
II llava you .. t any fellowa that have any of tbue qua-
litiu? 
P Wall not exactly. I .et one vboae ,_ h Joe. 1 
feel burdened with tba boapitalt .. dicinea, and all. 
I don't want to aarry bacauae ot thh. 
II What vu Joe like? 
P Re la llki .. , be can never do. anythin& balf-vaz. 
Thought: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
To what extant doea Kary use 
Diabetea aa an excuaa? 
Seek inforaation. 
''Wby don' t you vent to oaarry?" 
Duri"& the eleventh i n terviev aoae of my fears that 
Mary would bacoooa panicked and bano baraaU baaan to abate. 
Mary told .e that abe had bee- extr-ly friahtened and 
bad called her paychiatriat. I beaan to feel that Mary 
would take ao.e atepa to protect beraelf if abe bee ... 
vary frightened . 
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Interview ll Incident 3 
P I will be glad to go to work next week to get away from 
ay father. 
N Has there been some new difficulty? 
P Nothing new. 
N What is the old difficulty? 
P Ob, be's always a1king questions and giving lectures, 
and I can't stand it. I always know what be will say. 
N 
p 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Don't probe, wait and, perhaps, she 
will speak about guilt. 
''What makes you feel guilty?" 
Interview ll Incident 4 
p It 11 like father 11 alwayt alkil!g !!!Y !!!Oth@r w!lat t~ 
the potatoel should go on. She will say, "noon," and I 
will say, "ll: 30." And then they go on at noon. That 
makes me aad. I'd tell hia not to ask if I were her. I 
know be is right, everyone loves hia. I aa the only one 
that doesn't. It i s horrible to hate aomeone. 
N Is there someone else you hate? 
P Yes, a alrl at work. 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Mary is angry with her father; be 
does wbat ber sother aaya, not 
what abe uys. 
Seek further inforaation. 
''What do you hate about your father?" 
Tbia response would, perhaps, have 
clarified for Mary what seemed obvi-
ous to me. 
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Interview 11 Incident 5 
P 1 have a wonderful .other, but 1 guaaa everyone thinks 
their's is wonderful. 
N No not ever one. There are some motbera that a.ren' t . 
P waa em a c. .ot r s won er u . 
Goal: Encourqe Mary to atata bar feel-
in&• by letting bar know they are 
acceptable . 
Correction: "You and your .other agree on every-
thing?" t11is raaponaa would have 
allowed exploration. 
Interview 12 Incident 6 
N What are the tbinga that you seem to be frightened of? 
P Ob lou of tbinga . I • afraid of let tin& people lcnow 
bow 1 feel. It ia all ri.&bt here, but not out in the 
big bad world . It ia a lie. It aeeaa like everything 
I Clo ia a Ue, a apaakln& Ue, a talkin& lia, or a ..,_ 
in& Ua. 
II 
p 
t11ougllt: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Mary just goes around and around in 
clrclaa. Where do I nap into all 
thia; what ba.o abe really told ~? 
Ilona, other than UataDin&· 
"You aay you eao' t handle your own 
probl-•, what are your probl-a?" 
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Interview 12 Incident 7 
Wa bad baen speaking of a frieod wbo kDev of ber approaeb-
1.ng death; Mary falt abe could not have done wbat bar 
friend bad. Sbe could not face l1fe u tbou&b there were 
no change 1f she knew abe waa going to d1e. 
N What would you do if you knew you were aoing to die? 
P I would so out and do all of the thins• I'd always 
vantad to. 
H What ara theta things? 
P Eating is ona, just eating. 
H Ara there others? 
P Ro. 
tbougbt: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Tbere are other thins• abe would 
do. 
Seek infor.ation. 
Tbia infor.ation lli&bt bave been 
obtai.Ded by a 110re C!irective ques-
t101l, au.cb ••, ''What are tbe other 
thina• you vould do?" 
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Intarviw 12 Inc:id10nt 8 
P £varyon10 I lcoow is so good. Hy -ther 1a a lways right:; 
abe is never wrong. I .. always wrong. 
II What ukea you think you are so bad? 
P Look at the aesa tbat: I have .. de of a y life; they 
baveft't. 
N Do you aean that: in order t:o be good you can't c!o any-
thing wrong? 
P Everything I do is bac!, horrible. 
N What ia tfie baddeat thing tbet you can think oft 
P (Mary thought and bec•e anxious. ) SO!Mtbing horrible 
happened with the print. (Mary jua~ped up, paced and 
rubbed her banda, then a at down.) I bate to think 
about it. 
N Can you tall ae about it? 
P Ha unci to coae over to the bouse all tbe tiae, and I 
vn ao coufuaed I didD' t lcoow what vu risllt, because 
everything I did vas wrong. So I vent to aee bill. It 
would take aU afternoou t:o tell you. You bave t:o go 
to clan. 
N It 's all right:, I bave tiae. 
P (Mary spoke of bow .ucb everycme loved the priest.) 
'l'bey don't know bia. I "- what be 1a like. 
11 What b be like? 
P (Mary J-rd out of her chair, wrung her banda, then 
sat down. Be likea the &J.rla too auch. I aav bill 
with two little girls, ana I wanted to acre•, "Run, 
run, before be ridna your life!" 
N Do you feel be ruined your life? 
p I waa all mixed up before I vent to hia so be really 
didn't help any. (Mary spoke of bow wrong and horrible 
tbe priest vas.) 
II 
p 
'l'bougbt: 
• 
Coal: 
I cion' t think abe will tell ae what 
happened. 
Seek Wor.ation about bow abe views 
what went on. 
Correction: Asking, 1'11bat happened?" lligbt have 
brought the 1nforaat1on. 
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One Month: Doubt, Hopelessness, end Anger 
During Interview 12 my fears of Mary ca.aitting sui-
cide were dispelled. Mary voluntarily stated that she felt 
free to contact either her psychiatrist or myself should 
she feel the urge to harm herself . She further stated that, 
if abe were unable to contact her therapists, she would 
seek help from the hospital. 
Other feelings and thoughts began to emerge during 
supervision sessions. 1 began to feel hopeless of ever ob-
taining the information I was seeking from Mary. It seemed 
at though I bad encountered a solid wall that could not be 
scaled, could not be circumvented, and could not be pene-
trated. 
Accompanying the feelings of hopelessness were distress 
w1 th my supervisor and anger w1 th •yael£. 
I don ' t seem to see where I u going. I think you 
are trying to tell me sometbin&i but I don't think 
I am picking it up . It's not c ear to me where I 
a going, or bow I aa going about it. 
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lllterviev 13 Incident 9 
P Wall, in a way it 11 good to be beck at vorl< and away 
fro. •Y father. I bate .y father. 
II Wbat would your father bava to be lilt& for you to like 
blii? 
P reould aavar like hb, ao uttar wbat! 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Interview 13 
If I aalt, ' 'Why do you bate your 
father?" bar reaponaa will be, ''Re 
lacturaa to ... " We will be down 
the •- blind allay again. 
Att .. pt to approach her feelings 
for bar fatlMr f ro. another angle. 
''Wby do you IMta your father?" Tbis 
ruponae would not have ugically 
diapelLad the proble.. 
Incident 10 
We bad bean talldn& about bow unplaaaant Hary found ber 
bou. It waa unpleaaant baeauaa abe bated ber father. 
M Since it'a ao unpleteant living at bo.e had you ever 
thought about living in an aparCDOnt with another girl? 
P Ob yea, aavaral ti .. a, but I couldn't. 
II How co.a? 
P I a. afraid that I would gat del< and have to go to the 
boapital. I need •Y aotber, and I can't leave her. 
N 
p 
Thought: 
coal: 
Corrac: Uon: 
Mary can't leave bo.e, beeauae of 
bar dependency, and abe 8&1tes ber-
aalf ill to prevent leaviDg. 
Clarify 1f abe knows wby s6e can't 
leave bou. 
' 'What happens that you get aiel< and 
beva to go to the boapital?" would 
bava purauad the .ore profitable 
avenue of bow abe utilized i llness. 
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Interviev 13 Incident 11 
11 You .. ntiooed that your 100tbar •-tf.-• vent out in 
tbe eveoiogs, what do you do then? 
P It il horrible. My father von' t leave tbe bouse at 
Digbt. I ceo' t stand to be in tbe •- rooe with bia, 
10 1 find all aorta of work to do, vaabioca, anything . 
He aaya be tbioka it 11 bottible that 1 have ao much 
vork to do that 1 just can't so in and ait clovn. 
N You couldn't read or do anrtbl.Qg like that? 
P No. (Mary aened to be tb okiog. ) Everyti.. 1 coooe 
into the ro011 be back• avay fr011 tbe door 10 that I can 
cOli& tbrou&b. I usually fo the other v ay ao that be 
von' t be etaoding there 1 k• that. Ha 11 aucb a u .rtyr. 
II p 
Coab 
Cottection: 
Would Mary feel 100re aafe if her 
father took a atand in regard to 
her? 
Seek clarification. 
"You have UDcoafortable feel~s 
vben you are naar your father. 
Tb11 wo~l4 clarify the i1aue. 
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lllterviev 13 Incident 12 
P 'Die only tt.e be (father) tak .. up for bit ri&Pta 1s 
vben be and ay 100ther f18Pt, vbich ian ' t very often. 
II llov do you feel vben this bappena? 
P Ob, I aet -d. I like to aee bill loae, even vben be 
ia ri~t, but I don't like to aaa ay .other get burt. 
I uaually aay • ...,thing, then the fiJllt it between ay 
father and aa, and •Y .other i a out of it. 
N How do you feel about tbia? 
P They both think I sbouldn' t do it, end I know I 
shouldn't . 
N Do they acold you for joining in? 
P No, •r .other is quite nice about it. She juat says 
that t ia between thea. 
II 
p 
Thought: 
God: 
Correction: 
It 1a not only bar .other that 
it between abe and bar father, 
u she baa aaid, but abe 1a be-
tween bar parenta a lao. 
Clarify tbe iaauc. 
"Why do you get younelf in the 
.tddle vben they fi&)lt?" this 
would bava involved Mary actively. 
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Interview 13 Inc:ident 13 
Mary bad been recountin& bar louu. 
B 1t looka like aa.ething baa happened to everyone you 
have felt thh war about. Do you feel there will al-
vayl be a repatit on and that you will lose the~~? 
P Ub-buh, tba prl at work that 1 told you I didn't 
like, abe vaa alvaya witb ay friend and I. One clay 
ay friend told- that 1ba drove her cruy too. 
B Wall, it 1ounda lika you bad a little interference. 
P (nodded yaa.) 
B 
p 
Tbouabt: 
Goal: 
Mary wieba1 to be tha only one. 
Elicit inforaation. 
Interview 14 Incident 14 
P My .ather went baby aitting last night. I di dn't like 
to 1tay with ay father 10 1 took the car, but I almost 
bad an accident. Anotbar car came along, and 1 swerved just i n t iae. So I bad to go boae and antwer a lot of 
queation1. 1 bad not broken tbe kitchen light on pur-
pose. I bad to lhtan to " twenty Queationa." I 
couldn't vaab , 1 couldn' t do anything out in the kitchen. 
B What vera aoaa of tba queationa? 
P 1 don't know. I turned on the radio real loud ao 1 
wouldn't bava to liaten to bt.. 
B Wera you coafortable after you turned t he radio on? 
P Yea, be vent to alaap after a while. 
B 
p 
Goal: Clarify the ia1ue. 
Correction: "You ara uncoafortable with your 
fatbar wben tha two of you are 
alone?" Tbia would have brought tbe 
iaaua to Kary'a attention. 
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Interview 14 Incident 15 
p I leave the 
ing out the 
my eyes • I 
II Wby? 
office and ride hO'IIJe in the street car look• 
window so that people won't see the tears in 
have to be okay before I get hCDe. 
P So I don't have all sorts of questions frO'IIJ my parents. 
II They are both concerned? 
P My 'IIJOther is, but •Y father just asks questions. 
II 
p 
that 
Goal: Aid Mary to beca.e aware that her 
father is interested in ber and 
abe desires bis interest. 
Correction: "What kind of questiona does your 
father aak?" then clarify that tbe 
questions indicate concern. 
I se..ed unable to use supervision wbicb further added 
to my frustration and bopeleuneu, Several attempt& were 
made to alter this situation. I began correcting my own 
errors during supervision and attempted to further clarify 
supervisory suggestions. 
The core issue gradually began to emerge; wbat com· 
prises nursing practice in contrast to medical practice? 
The nuraing role to which I was accustOriJed, dealt only vith 
the spheres of everyday problems, social, and interpersonal 
difficulties; not with the area of psychopathology. I felt 
I waa being asked to perforr~J as a psychiatrist without the 
preparation of a residency. In this line, I could envision 
only danger and disaster. 
Hy •iainterpreuUOD &Dd bopeleunua brouzjlt forth 
eqer. I bad little futh in •Y auperviaor' a judg-nt 
ud ebili ty. 
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Interview 15 Incident 16 
N You aey that you bated your father aa long aa you can 
r&M•ber. Do rou think be let you down aoaoewbere? 
P Ob no. (Mary ooked very lad.) 
N It ia natural to feel this way about our parent&. 
P 1 u1e to wait for .y father to come home. 1 would run 
out into the 1treet and look for bia. Tbere waa a .an 
in the aaighborhood vbo looked juat like bia fra. the 
diatance. 1 would think be was -:r father and be so 
diaappointed when be wean' t. lie u.. to bring .. an ice 
crau cone every night. It .uat bave been before 1 vas 
lix that be broull)>t .. ice creu. Every night be would 
bide it behind bls back, and be would ull M that be 
dido' t bave any. I always believed bt.. 
N It Mde it twice as bard vbtn you could no longer bave 
i ce era•. 
P tea. (Miry spoke of an accident her father bad.) 
Coal: Clarify that Mary bad loved ber 
father, and dtav a conneetioa be -
tween one expreaaion of ber father's 
love and her "aveet binges." 
Correction: "Did your father atop bringing you 
ice ere .. when it vaa discovered 
you were a diabetic?" and thea, "Row 
did you feel?" 
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Interview 15 Incident 17 
P Tben when 11y father was in the hospital, when be was 
hurt so bad, I went to see him with my mother. It was 
so upset, women were crying and people hurt all over 
the place. There were hunareds of people that were 
burned and killed. It should go down in the history 
of the country (laughed). 
N 
p 
Tbougbt: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
We will slip away from this without 
clarifying that she does love her 
father. 
Clarification. 
"You were frightened. " would have 
been more appropriate to the dis-
cussion, and could have led to 
Mary ' s love for her father. 
Interview 16 Incident 18 
Mary had been speaking of a headache she had had all week-
end. 
N Are these the headaches you've told 11e of before? 
P Yes. 
N You were upset about something? 
P I thought and thought, and 1 couldn't get any answers, 
and then I got the headaches . I didn't know what to do. 
N What were you thinking about? 
P (No response.) 
N You've said that when you get upset going for a walk 
helps . Did you try that? 
P Yea, it helped, but when I got back home it came back. 
N 
p 
Goal: Identify the cause of Mary's headaches. 
Correction: ''What did you do when you got home?" 
would have been leas direct. 
Seven Waeka: Concern for Patient Safety, 
Haaitancy, and Doubt 
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During superviaion aOOH of 11y milconcaptiona were 
clarified. Thera remained aome doubt in my aind about my 
auparviaor' s judgeaent and abilil:ies, and about the wisdom 
of an investigative approach to patient& in thia araa of 
their paycbopatholO&Y. 1 alao felt there vaa a chance that 
1 aiS)>t not be correct. 1 expressed, "I don't aa .. to be 
getting anywhere doing what I beve been, parhapa abe's 
(supervisor) righl:. It won' I: burt to try it out, !£I'm 
careful." 
Interview 17 Inc:idenl: 19 
N What happened batvean you and the prieat? 
P (Kary j _,ed out of ber ebair; abe was vary aul.oua.) 
Nothi~~g. IJaat got .. d, all thoae rouna people at the 
co= mlon r 1 ana the taU: that the r aiDCia , bearta, and 
bodiea all belong to Cod. It aounds aood, but I lcnow 
you can't believe bt.. (Vary tense.) 
N Do you want 1:0 call .. what happened, you have told me 
aoaa of it before. 
P What food does it do? II:' a all over witb. (Mary jumped 
out o her chair and baaan a baking.) 
N You are still vary upaat over it. 
P No OM can change ay paat. 
N You don't have to tall ae if 
P Ro. (K&rj sat downj iha waa m don't want. to. ldDg.) 
TbouS)>t: 
Coal: 
~ 
Mary ia ao anxioua that aha ian't going 
to talk about this. 
lladuca anxiety. 
"You have ba d an experience in your life 
tbat you would like to changa7" 
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Interview 17 Incident 20 
P I can't understand •Y ~tber, she's assart woman too . 
N Wbet is it you dont understand? 
P She thinks I have never gone off my diet. I have a 
cousin that is a diabetic, and he has trouble staying 
on hie. I told her the doctors allowed for that, but 
1ha said I never bad any trouble. 
N And ~ father doe• he feel that wa~;;too? 
P Oh no~e uffi tl iiJti - for •r appoLitlleDu (to the 
dlabiuc clliiicf. 
thought: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Interview 17 
Hera ia a chance to correct some 
of •Y errore ; I will concentrate 
on her father . 
Seek infor.ation about her father . 
"Do you feel your 110thn ian' t 
interested in your diabatu?" 
would have been .ora appropriate. 
Incident 21 
P Soooet~s I get so up1et that 1 just vut to get out of 
the bouae and get away froa him (father). 
N You are pretty uncoooforteble . What do you suppose -ke• 
you feel that way around him? 
P My feelings, I feel suilty. 
11 Wbat do you think you feel guilty for? 
P I feel guilty for •Y diet, the priest, the •book treat-
mente. 
N Wbat do you think about? 
P ltotbing. (R&rj bigan talking about her brother.) 
Coal: Seek information. 
Interview 17 Incident 22 
P 1ba prien lc:Dev I bated ay father, be told • be would 
be ay father. I didn • t think of b1a aa a prieet, but 
n a father. 
N 
p 
Tbougbt: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Row can I gat bar feelings without 
frightening Mary away? 
Keep the subject open. 
"Some of tba feelings you had for 
the ~!!est .,..ra ailoilar to the 
feel a you heel for your father?" 
Interview 19 Incident 23 
We b.t.d been dhcuuing Mary' a anger with other people. 
II You atart to sbalce wen you are .. d at other people? 
P Yu, it 11 abalc1ng lilce wen 1 vent •- candy. 
II It that wen you gat an urge for cand;y and ice creu? 
P Ko, that 11 different. It 11 uot rigbt tb•t th•y t~ll 
.. that I P wrong alway a, tban I go to ay deale and 
worlc harder. 
II Wbat ia it that you are alwaya doing wrong? 
P (No reaponae.) 
II Can you give me an exaaple? 
P Wall, at worlc they are alwaya telling me not to work 
ao bard. I have to work to keep fr011 thinking. 
II Do they not understand, becauaa they don't know tbe 
vhya behind wat you do? 
P Yea, you don't tell people tbete thin&•· 
II 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Doea Mary expr .. a her anger in 
other vaya, 1uch •• aalcing others 
worlc barder? 
Seelc inforaation. 
"Wbat thing a don't you tell people?" 
would have been e aore profitable 
line of inveatiaation. 
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Interview 19 
P When I &II worried about aoaoething or etart to think, I 
get the headeebos. 
N Qhat do you etart to tbink of? 
P Well, like laat Saturday night I waa in bed, and all of 
a audden I j"et wanted to scream, "Let .. out! Get 
avay! Let .. out! 11 
N Were yo.. awake or aaleep? 
P I vaa awake. 
N What did yo.. ..an, " Let - oot! Get away!" 
P Let - oot of here. 
II Aad what ehe? 
P (llo responae; Mary ' a expreuion waa one of f right. ) 
N 
p 
Goal: Seek information. 
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Interview 19 Incident 25 
P I've got to do a..-ethiua about •Y boyfrieod. 
II What do you -1 
P Ra keapa tellciua about aett~ .. rriad, md be won't 
atop. Ra said that be wouldD t have ateyed in aebool 
if it weren't for .e. Ra would have quit long •to· 
1 don't want ~ to do it for me. Ra ahould do t for 
hiaaalf. 
N Doaa ha know bov you feel? 
P Yu. 1 don' t know what to do, bacauao he used to drink 
a lot. Re aays be doeen't anymore, becauae of me. 
N Can you ba raaponsible for another paraon'• actions? 
P Yaa. I don't want to ba the cauaa of hie drinking 
again. He went to one of theJartiaa wbera everyone 
... u, and one of the girls 1 d, ''lla' 1 not the aame 
peraon .. " 
II 1 • intaraated in kDoviD.S bov you feel about all of 
thaaa thinf• be saya be ia doing for you. 
P s-tiJMa feel aWfullf guilty, it 11 an awful ra-
aponaibility. U I can t aaa..a tha ruponaibility 
of tr~ to keep .yaelf alive, bow can I aaau.e the 
rupoiiaii>Hicy of tryiua to raiae children? 
II Heva you talked to bia about QOt vantin.s to get 
aarciad? 
P Yea, but it doeau't do &DY good. I have got to do 
•-thing before thia weekend, 10 I don't .. ,, up his 
life. 
N You vould Mas it up anyway, not urded to bia, just 
d& tin& b111l7 
P Yaa, 
-
Goal: Seek information. 
Correction: ''llov would you man up hil life?" 
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Interview 21 Incident 26 
P Whatever I do I hurt people, not pbyaieally. 
N Are you that bad? 
P Yea. I am going to a dance tonight. It ia for Fred's 
food. We laugh and neva a good tim&, but thay wouldn't ike me if they knew what I was like. My old boyfriend 
vill be there too. Wa uaed to go out and have fun, but 
ha got serioua too; ao did sa.e of the other boya. 
N 
p 
Coal: Seek clarification. 
Correction: "Hov do vou feel vban the boy gets aerioua?~ would have clarified the 
iaaue and, perhapa, brought addi-
tional infor.ation. 
Repeatedly durin& auperviaion of lntarviewa 17 through 
21 •1 feeling• of hopaleaaneaa were expraaaad. 
I think part of •1 faalinga about thia ia that I 
wonder if aha (Mary) will ever do anything but 
run away .••• She laya her little trapa (chang-
ing the subject), and I follow along •..• Even 
when my questions are good, Mary evadaa th ... 
Tan Weeka: Reduction of Anxiety and Doubt 
The subsequent period vaa characterized by an increase 
in the nurse tberapiat'a hope. During Interview 23, I be-
gan to ful there waa ._. poasibilicy of breaking through 
Mary'a circuicoua caa.unication and denial. Thaaa feeling• 
aaamed to arise from CWO incidents, numbera 27 and 28, both 
bald the promiae of attaining goals set for Mary. 
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Interview 23 Incident 27 
We bad been diacuoaing Mary'• mother' a illneaa. 
N Do you become frightened every time ebe 11 ill? 
P Yaa, I do. It ia aalf iah, because I think that if any-
thing happened eo her I would be alone with •Y father, juat like when aha vaa at the doctor' 1. I kapt doing 
IOIMthing. 
N Wall, why did you kaap doing things? 
P I thought I waa goin& to go off .y diet. 
II Do you alwaya do thing• vfleo you think you are going to 
'
o off your diet? 
P u, and when I • with bi8 (father) I do thing• to keep 
hb from lecturina at - too. 
II A lecture WIUit ba pretty unc08fortable, what doea be 
lecture you about? 
P Things that he doaan't aay when my mother ia around. 
They are all true. 
N What things are all true? 
P We abould not all aak things of Mama, bacauaa abe ia 
always doing thing a for everybody. 
N Do you 1IU!t your t..ediate f&llily or the vbola clan? 
P For our in- lava and everyone else. She rune errands 
for th.,. and baku thiqa. 
N Do rou think aha ou&bt eo do 100re for the t..ediate 
fuily? 
P llo, abe is so buay. S011ett.ee I aak ber to do 108etbing 
apecial with - and 1l&ka a joke of it, "Look in your ap-
poine-nt book and ••• if you are free three Fridays 
f r011 now." 
N How do you feel about having to aak bar if abe ia free 
three Fridaya from nov, when she does ao much for 
other a? 
P I gat sad, but I abouldn't. Sbe is 10 good and does so 
aJcb for-· 
1 Tbeo what do you do? 
P Nothing. (Mary apoka of ber aoother' 1 gooclnau.) 
II 
p 
Goal: Seek information. 
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Interview 23 Incident 28 
P s ... tiloel vbeu I aa luvillg for work be (fetbar) says, 
"Kava a good cia y." 
II llov clo you feel tben? 
P WaUL I feel be loves .e tben. 
a ditferant person. 
It 11 aU.01t like be was 
II Wbat clo you clo then? 
P llotbing. Sometimes I would like to say the aame thing 
to bia, but I don't, because I would jult run away. 
N How would you feel that would make you run away? 
P Frightened. 
N Frifhtened in what way? 
P Wal I couldn't stand aaying out, "I lova you." I would 
feel 10 guilty. 
II Of what? 
P All of tbb tiloe tbing1 bava bean difficult at bis work, 
and all I bave clone ia aalta thea mora difficult. I 
would have to kill ll)'a&U. 1--(IU.ry cu1ed 1peald.ng). 
II I what? 
P ( llo ra aponae • ) 
11 Th11 1a~1ettias 
P {Ro re1~ae.) 
'tbou~t: 
Goal: 
to you to talk about tbis. 
M&ry 11 ~ &llldoua to continue this 
diacuaeion. 
Clarify Mary' a feelings about her 
father are problematic. 
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Interview 24 Incident 29 
P At e party, a girl 1 know waa daDcing a lot with a aar -
rted aan. 
11 Bow did you feel about tbat? 
P Well, it upaet ... He likea a girl for tbat. 
II For what? 
P (\'o rupon ... ) 
II Wu abe ldnd of fliniQ& with bt.? 
P Ob no! Another girl on the floor waa 110ving like a 
turtle. They were ell drtnkln& too 1a1cb to -ke the 
party fun. The cJ.rl wbo claDc:ea with the ~ed man 
daac:ed with e bo:y that abe clidn' t even know. She bad 
bacl enough to clrtnk, abe ahould bave c:o.e bo.e with us. 
Ka:ybe abe know& the boy, 1 ahouldn' t aay that. 
II You sea c:onc:emecl about thia. 
P Well, abe vaa in no &tate to go ho.e with a boy tbat 
abe clidn' t know. 
II Wb:y were you c:onc:ernecl ebout tbia? 
P (llo reaponae.) 
II Were you c:onc:emed tbet a08etbing aigbt bappen? 
P Yea (Mary beaen tviatiag in her c:heir.) 
II Whet were you c:onc:emed aigbt happen? 
P (No reaponae . ) 
N 
p 
Goal: Clarify Mary's feelings. 
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Interview 24 I ncident 30 
P You know I ""' always trying to do what is right, and 
years or months later I find out that I ""' wrong. What 
I want to do is not get rid of all my problems, but 
learn to handle them. 
II What have you done that you thought was right, and you 
found was wrong? 
p Ob everything, like my IIOther will sax' "I wonder why 
you were doing such and aucb a thing. ' She is always 
telling me that I am wrong. She tells my father too . 
II Well bow do you feel about that? 
P Ob abe says tbat abe doesn't do it. 
II But you kind of feel she does . 
P Yes . It makes me feel like I can never do anything 
rlgbt . llo IIWltter wbat it is, it will be wrong. 
N Do you get a little big angry? 
P No, upset . (Mary spoke of a situation in wbicb ber 
aunt agreed with Mary rather than her mother . ) 
N Sometimes you feel that you are right. 
P Yes I am. Sometimes 1 ask her when I do things if it is 
right, but she won ' t tell me . She tells me t6at it is 
wrong later. Tbe girl at work does the same thing. 
N Why ao you suppose they don't tell you at the time? 
P Once 1 gat my mind made up, I can't see anything else . 
N I don't understand. 
P I am so afraid of so many things, tbat it takes every-
thing in me to do anything. If I didn't do it that way, 
1 couldn ' t do a thing. 
N What are you afraid of? 
P Bl indness; having to have someone take care of me . 
Goal: Seek i nformation. 
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Interview 24 Incident 31 
P I love Fred. 
N Does be know bow you feel? 
P Well, 1 talked to him Saturday. 
N Well, what did you say? 
P (A long pause, Mary was very anxious . ) 1 told him every-
thing. He would say, "Today she doesn • t like me." He 
said be was so confused about me, that 1 decided be ought 
to know. 
N So you told him what? 
P (Twisting her finger.) I told him about the priest. 1 
didn't want to ruin his reputation, but if I bad to 
choose between them, then be deserved to know about this 
other man. He said he was sorry that it had happened to 
me, but it didn't change his feelings about me. He knew 
things 1 didn't know. He knew there was soooething about 
the priest, because of the way 1 acted. He said we 
could go to Mass on Christmas Eve, and that I would take 
care of the prayer books, and he would take communion 
for both of us. 1 was so scared to tell him. I really 
thought when 1 told him that this would be the end of 
everything, or the beginning of something? ~ary's 
tone was that of a questioo.) 
~ 1 can't tell you that, but perhaps you could look at 
iour own feelinga and answer that. 
Pelt I felt so g 00d afterwards. He did too . He really does like me. _!Mary was very eillj)badc.) 
Thought: 
Goal : 
Is Mary considering marriage as a 
solution to her problems, now that 
she is becoming aware that she loves 
her father? 
Seek information and reject the plea 
for a decision. 
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loterviaw 25 Iocident 32 
P Fred ud I era go1~~g to be Nrr1ed io Augun. 
II Wall! 
P (Mary apoka of plans for a -u weddiog.) EveryODe is 
vary happy, except •7 father. 
II H""' do you know that he bn' t hapfy? 
P Ob, ba juat aite arouod. Be haao t aaid aoythiog for 
tvo daya, to anyone. 
II Baa he aaid uythiog about the weddinf7 
P Ra juat keepa ealliog .. his little g rl. 
II Row do you feel about that? 
P (Pauae.) He says that be cao't giva •• up. 
II 
p 
'11>ought: 
Coal: 
Correctioo: 
Mary doea DOt vut her father to 
give bar up. 
Clerify bar wiahea. 
Uaiog a aora directive reapooae 
aight have proven 110ra he l pful, 
"Your father doaao • t want you to 
get aarried, haeauaa be will aiss 
you?" tbao, ''ll""' will you feel 
leavlog you~ fatber?" 
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Interview 25 IDCident 33 
N When did this all ca.a about (the engage .. nt)? 
P Laat weekend. 
N What was it that ude you change your mind? 
P I t ,alked to Fred. I found out that ba rea lly loved aoe, 
and I didn't have to pretend anymore. 1 haven't had 
any headaebaa linea 1 told hila I would .. rry h!Jo. 
N Do you think your head&chea had aomethiq to do with 
your illdeciaion? 
P Yea, I was fight:iq .,.aelf. 
II About vb&t? 
P About be:iQS a wife ud .other. 
N Yaa, you hava apoken &bout tbia and bean quite conceroecl. 
Bov do you faal about it nov? 
P Well, I vill never be aa good a 110ther u ay ovn aother . 
I only know that I will try to be the beat vife and 
mother I can. I will put my whole self in it. I am--
(Kary became ailant). 
II What? 
P Well diabetu ia hereditary, and I cion' c know about de-
pression. Are Freel' a white locks (Albini .. ) hereditary? 
N They can be. 
P That ia the leaat of it all. 
II 
p 
thought: 
Goal: 
Mary baa some doubt or anticipates 
•~ difficulty with her .. rriage. 
Seek information. 
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Interview 25 Incident 34 
Mary had been speaking of how sinful she felt; everything 
she did was a mortal sin. 
N What are your sins? 
P Feelinfs. 
N What k nd of feelings? 
P Love (pause), and bate. 
N Do you feel these are wrong? 
P I know Cod fave them to us, and that it is all rigbt to 
feel justif ed anger. It is just--, it is j ust love 
and bate . 
N 
p 
tbougbt: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Tbis sounds like ambivalence, but 
what do I do with it? 
Keep the subject open. 
·~ere do you feel these f eel ings 
of love and hete?" 
Tl!rQI!gb9ut Ineervi,ew 2S, 1 was diatreH ed. A~tbougb 
1 bad anticipated an engagement, I was surprised at the 
suddenness of its occurrence. Any discussion prior to 
Mary's acceptance of the proposal was precluded. The inap-
propriateness of this step seemed apparent at every turn. 
The following is abstracted from a supervision transcript: 
I walked into tbe lobby and saw Mary sitt10fi there 
with this white haired man, and I thou~bt, What 
in the devil is her father doing here? It wasn't 
ber father it wao Fred. He is an albino, and (at 
a distance) be looks very old. Re is in his early 
forties . He defers to Mary, it is a sort of a pro-
tective deferral--kind of like a father. Like be 
was taking care of his little girl . 
I tbougbt that Fred's age, his albinism, and pro-
tectiveness played heavily in Mary's choice of this 
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particular man. I wondered if Mary's dawning awareness of 
her love for her father necessieated finding some ..eans, 
other than denial, of handling her feelings for her father. 
It see01ed that, "Mary is jUIIping out of the frying pan 
into the fire." 
Interview 26 Incident 35 
P When 1 went to aee Dr. Lee (a resident), he pulled out 
a pipe. 1 just wanted to run, because the priest used 
to SIDOke a pipe. It bad my initials on it. 
II This seems to be pretty much with you, still. 
P Yea (paused), I shouldn't say lt. 
N Go on. 
P He uaed to give the housekeeper the night off all of the 
time, and he would take other priest's duty. Everyone 
thought he was so nice. 
II Well, go on. 
P One night the bead priest was gone, and be showed me 
his room. (Mary became very anxious; her speech was 
ecmfuaed.) I hopped on the bed. 
N And then. 
P It was disgusting, disguating! 
N What was disgusting? 
P Be just ataya with me all the time. I can't get rid 
of the thoughts. 
N What ha2nened? 
P Qffo resP:onae; Mary became confused.) 
Goal: Seek information. 
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Incident 36 
P I thlDk the priest will tell Fred that ba doe an' t know 
what be 1a get tiD& 1Dto. 
II Wby do you thi.nlr. 6e will do that? 
P t fiully know what I want, and I aa happy. 
II And you thiDit aoaoethiDg will happen to lteap you fr0111 
•rryiDg Fred? 
P Yee, I aa afraid I will get aick aaain. I bave to go 
to coDfeuion, end I alway• get lick wban I go eo con-
faeeion. I am overscrupuloua. I can't sat aick again . 
And than I think, "Wbet if, ten yeare from now, Fred 
tbinka be baa gotten 1Dto too many probleaa." 
)I Dou Fred know what be 11 getting iDto? 
P Yaa 1 I bave told bim all about it; my father baa too . Ky rather lteepa aayiDg I .,. a big axpanaa to marry. 
II Wby do you think be sa ya that? 
P lacauaa I aa a baby, be tbinlta. Be j uat aita around 
and aaya, "Kaaa we have got a Die a wara b..e bue, 
haven't we?" and ay mother rolla bar ayea at ... 
II WbJ' do you auppose be ltaepa aayiDg that? 
P (Vb11pared.) Be love a .e. lla 11 gat tiD& better. Tbe 
other ni&bt be took Fred by tha ara and aaid, " Let' a 
so out to the ltitc.ben and aea about tha i ca creaa." 
II 
p 
Tbou&bt: 
Goal: 
Althou&b Mary baliavaa ahe vents 
to aarry, abe really doean't want 
to leave boma. 
Seek information. 
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Interview 27 Incident 37 
P I am so afraid that I will commit a mortal sin. 
N A sin like doing something? 
P Yes, or thinking. 
N I don't understand what you are worried about . 
P Sins of purity, it seems like they are all sins of 
purity. Sometimes I think of things that are funny. 
t never say them, because 1 think they are a sin. 
Maybe it's not a sin. Tbe only thing that is not a 
sin is the Bible. 
N Do you mean books that have sex in them? 
P Yes. 
N What are sins of purity? 
P (Mary looked at me with a very shocked expression. ) 
N I don't know them by that name . 
P Well, they are all sins against the sixth commandment. 
1 can remember the Sister saying that they were the 
worst, and they all fall into t6at category. 
N I have the commandments all mixed up; w61ch one is the 
sixth? 
P Thou shalt not commit adultry . When my confessor got 
to that one, I just wanted to run. 
N How did you feel? 
P 1 don't know of what I am frig)ltened. 
N Do you feel tb&t WAY •~ other t~es, with other people? 
P Yes. At work with that girl, and with •Y father. 
N Can you describe the feeling? 
P How do you put it into words? 
N Well, where do you feel it? 
P 1 don ' t know . 1 just want to put my bands over my 
ears. 
N Why! 
P To shut out the thoughts, I suppose. 
N What thousdlts? 
P A word. A word. It keeps coming into "'r ml.nd, and I 
don't want it. Ob what the bell, say it. (silence.) 
N Ob, what the bell, say it! 
P Ob, I can't, I can't tell the word. 1 can't stand it! 
1 am so afraid someone will say it. I am afraid that 
thev will say a word that rhymes . It is horrible. I 
don't know when I beard it. 1 must have been a little 
girl. (very anxious.) 
N Did it have anything to do with the sixth cOliiii&Ildment? 
P Yes. I can't say it, I can't! I can't! 
N 
p 
Goal: 
its f-
Push Mary to state the word. 
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Interview 27 Incident 38 
N Is the word (£---) in your mind? 
P Yea. It is there all of the time. Everytime I go to 
cOIIIDUllion I am afraid I will think of it, and it is a 
sin on my soul. I always think of it, and it is a sin. 
Sometimes it is worse than others. It's nasty, it's 
terrible. 
N What it signifies? 
P No, there is nothing wrong with that, it is the word. 
It is silly. I know that it is just four little let-
ters. 1 am afraid of it. 
N Is that what is going through your bead, like at the 
dance the other night:? 
P No, 1 don't think ao. It happens all the time. When 1 
am alone I can put my banda over my ears, and that 
means 1 don't want it. When I am out 1 can't do that, 
and bow do I know then that I don't want it? 
N You are ve!J: concerned about this. 
P Yea, the on-ry thi ng I want is GOd, and everything I do 
is a aln . 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
She is concerned that abe has 
sexual feelings and thoughts, 
but &he will deny it if I ask. 
Clarify this subject and thought 
are distressing. 
nyou are not sure you want the 
word £--- when you are with 
others , what feelings do you have 
then?" 
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Interview 28 Incident 39 
P You know •Y father 1a coadng around 11Uch faatar that I 
thought be would. 
II What did you think be would do? 
P I eboultht he would tall ae that I waa wrong in getting 
.arrieu to Fred. 
II Why? 
P Because I a. not ready. Be tbillk1 I a. a little girl. 
II Bov would you feel if be 1aid that? 
P Ob be would naver l&y it now. Be would bava laid it at 
the beginning if be vaa going to 1ay it. 
II I '• just su~polinf. 
P 06! veil. ~ven l I couldo't cbanga bia ideal, I would 
1t 11 marry. I would feel bad thou&b. 
Thought: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Tbree Kontha: 
Mary i1 disappointed that her 
father is not objecting to the 
aarriage. 
Seek iDfor.ation. 
"You are disappointed in your father ." 
Additional Aia Eatabliahed 
I waa concerned about Mary's .arriaga. It appeared to 
ae, "This is a magica l aolution to everything; lika the 
fairy stories that end, 'aad they lived happily ever after.'" 
I felt it important that Mary become aware of her magic so 
that, hopefully, abe would poatpone the weddiD.a. Tbia waa 
a deciaion that Mary alone could ulte, and that I could not 
even auggest. A a vitb bar aotber, Mary bad bean attespting 
to bave ae -Ita all bar decisions for ber; anger and re-
aiatance always followed decisions that were aade for Mary. 
It seemed imperative that discussion of the wisdom of 
tba marriage begin aa aooa as possible; I anticipated 
great resistance. 1 felt that the deciaion auat be made 
11 
before the wedding invitations were ""'iled; 'saving-face ' 
was extremely important to Mary. The urgency of these 
feelings can be seen in incident forty. 
Interview 29 Incident 40 
We had been discussing the problems Mary had with loving 
her father, sexual feelings, and the fear that something 
horrible will happen in tne future . 
N Do you think, with all these problems, that you are 
able to make a decision t o marry now? 
P (Mary looked very concerned. ) 
N I'm not saying not to marry Fred or say Goodbye to him. 
I was just wondering if you are ready to make a deci-
sion now? 
P Well I have given it a lot of thought. He is what I 
want; he is all man. I have dated lots of boys, and 
none of them were what I wanted. He is a good man and 
bas all the qualities I want . I had a brother, and 
that helped se decide what kind of a aan I wanted to 
marry. 
N Every t1me I have heard about Fred, 1 have heard that 
you could not marry him because you couldn't be a good 
wife and mother, then all of a sudden you were engaged. 
P I have been thinking about marrying him since last sum-
mer . I thought about all of the questions of whf I 
would want to marry him. 
!I 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
My timing was way off, I should 
never have started this. I don ' t 
want to get into a cold-war and 
it's beading toward one. 
Seek information for later and 
retire. 
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Interview 29 Incident 41 
P I have bad trouble with confuaion for 15 years. It 
baa bean 11k.a this ever a inca I can r-ber. 
N Did you begin co go to confaaaion when you vere an 
adoleacenc? 
P No. You begin about aeven, but I don't r-ber then. 
1 IIU&t not have bad any trouble. 
N That would make you 12 or 13. So it began when you 
were an adoleae:,ent. 
P Yea. You know it baa been terrible the laat few days. 
I alwaya have to be moving around the bouae and putting 
ay banda over •Y eare. 
N Ia tbe word f · · · bothering you? 
P Yea. It ia not as bad aa before 1 aaid it. 
N You told me that your mother waa going to take care of 
your aiatar-in-law's children. 
P Yea, but they have put off the o~ration until next 
week. I vaa so glad to see bar there at bo.e. 
ll Are you dreadin& being there alone w1 th your father? 
P (Yu (thinking) . 
N 
p ) 
God: Seek 1nforut1on. 
Correction: A JDOr& directive queatton aigbt 
bave bean uaaful. ·~at are you 
dreading?" 
Thirteen Weeks: Coaafort Re•utablhbed 
During incident forty, 1 became acutely aware of the 
effect& of 117 overzealous approach to Mary on tbe aubject 
of bar ~~&rriage. A review of thia aituation reduced the 
urgency of the feelings and the intanaity of approach. 
Tba wclcling date was still .. ny .ontha in the future. 
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Interview 30 Incident 42 
p Sundar Fred and I were out with some people, and they 
kept ooking at his white locks. I got upset. I 
know it is because I aa afraid of people. 
N How did you feel when they were staring? 
P Just like shouting, "Look here, I know what kind of a 
man be is, good, and kind, and wonderful!" 
N And. 
P I felt guilty for a minute or so, but I talked to my-
self. I haven't done that for a long time. 
N What did you feel guilty about? 
P Well, like I was being disloyal to Fred. 
N In what way? 
P Well, I wouldn't bave hi. any other way, because be 
wouldn't be himself. I wouldn't question why. I felt 
disloyal, because of the way I felt. I think it is be-
cause I don't like people to look at me. I am frightened 
of them. I have got to get used to it, because it is 
going to happen again. It's happened before, too . 
N The problem of being different seems to concern you. 
P Yes. 
N You said you wondered why you had diabetes and not the 
girl down the street. 
No, it is God's will. p 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Fred's Albinism is important to 
Mary. She feels guilty and angry 
because be is imperfect, but there 
is also the feeling of, 'we belong 
tofether, 1 we are Doth 'rejects.' 
He p Mary voice her feelings. 
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Interview 31 Incident 43 
11 You have been alone with your father than, how baa it 
bean going? 
P It went all rigltt. 
N What did you do? 
P 1 waabad ray clothes ""d •Y hair, ""d he watched TV. 
II Why did you keep so buay? 
P Because I waa afraid we would fight. 
N What about? 
P Oh everything, anything. We alwaya do when my mother 
it not there. 
II Why do you suppose tbat is, when abe ian't there? 
P My father gets very upset vban we fight, and 1 don't 
want tbat to happen. I don't think •r fatbar does 
either. Sometimes 1 get upaat with b a vben she is 
thara, and 1 just go out to bar and aay, "Ob that~!" 
II What doaa abe do tben? 
P Nothing, abe says, "You two bava to aattle tbia between 
youraelvea." 
N 
p 
Coal: Seek information. 
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Interview 3l Incident 44 
We bad beeu speaking of all the thin&• Hery' 1 father does 
to pl .. ae her. 
P Tbe pert 1 cion' t likAo is the way be r-..bers things, 
he thiDks be bas to be perfect, and be ia. 
M Re ia perfect in your eyes? 
P Yea, s...etl.mea it makes - feel likAo I .., just his 
croaa and a burden to carry. 
M 1 don't understand. 
P Re ie always doing things for .. , running errands, but 
1 don't aind so .uch now. 
M Why do you auppose you don't aind so •uch now? 
P Walllll, 1 love bt. ( .. ile). 
II You bad a big stile when you said, "1 love bt.," but 
you ••-d uneasy, wby'! 
P Because 1 aa not worth bia love. 
N Whose idea is this, yours or biat 
P Oli. •ID•. I guess. 
Goal: Clarify these ara bar feelings. 
Correction: ''Wby ara you unworthy of his 
love?" would bava baen directed 
toward her suilt and feelings. 
Hery'a psychiatrist bad been vary supportive of her 
marriage. Re thougbt that her chronicity neceaoitated a 
protective environment for the futuro. 1 felt at a loss, 
and found •yeelf in a dilemaa. 1 disagreed with the psy-
chiatrist, and yet, felt that if 1 took an oppoaing ap -
proach Hery would be caugbt in a 'cro11fira. ' 1 decided 
to cootinue .y attaopts to work thh probl• out with her 
paychiatrist. However, there see.ed little hope in this 
approach, aince 1 bad great difficuley in obtaining an 
eppoint:lllnt with bb. 
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Interview 32 Incident 45 
N How has it been going between you and your father since 
you made up? 
P Ob wonderful. I don't have to worry about fighting, 
it 1s a n.ew kind of feeling. 
N Well do you talk? 
P Yea, when I want to. The thing is I don't have to 
worry1 because 1 know be knows that I don't bate him. I don t dread going home anyaore . 
N Are you still staying out in the kitchen; bow bas the 
washing been? 
P Well I washed last night, only because I didn't have a 
thing to wear. 
N What else did you do? 
P I went in and watched TV; he told me all about wbat I 
had miased. 
N Were you comfortable? 
P Yes, ~is so funny now. Everything he does. 
N 
p 
Goal: Seek inforaation. 
Correetion: "Do you joke and talk vitb your 
father now?" 
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Incerview 32 Incidenc 46 
We bad been calking about tbe priest. 
N You know, I don ' c know whet happened. 
P How ean you aay it , cbare is so much to aay. (Mary 
wu anxious.) 
N Go on, give it a go. 
P (Mary folded bar &ande over her bead.) Wa didn't have 
intercourse--be touched .e. 
N Wbare did be couch you? 
P All over. 
N Your arae? 
P Yu. 
N Your legs? 
p Y&l. 
N Your breast? 
P Yea . 
N Your genicalia? 
P Yea. 
N Did tbis happen eavaral tiDes? 
P Yee, on bis bed, over a eix moncb period. Ka was trying 
t.o cure - of ecrupuloeicy. Maybe ba cbougbc be could 
ebock .e out of it. Tbac i• a darn funn{ way co belp. 
N How did all of tbie ca.e about? Did be iva alone? 
P Ko. I went to ••• bill and to talk vitb bill, and the 
boueelr.eeper vu gone, and only cbe old paecor was there, 
and be was alwaye aeleep. Wben one of cba priests is 
on all of the other• are off anyway. 
II weh, did you know chat vban you went to calk to him? 
P YBI. 
N Where did you calk to bim, in the library, the office, 
or his bedro011? 
P In bis office, and tban in tbe dining r0011 cbac isn't 
ueed . 
N How did 1c happen that rou ended up in bit badr0<>01? 
P We walked up p&IC tba o d pastor' • r0011, and I used co 
thillk I would die if ba aver woke up. 
N Wall, did you aelr. ~--(Mary iDcerrupted). 
P Tbac isn't tbe only place. Be used to ca.a over to ay 
bouee and wa would go upstairs tbe two of u1. 
N Do you •ean be voula take of ids priest cloch&l and put 
on regular cloCb&l wban be did tbil? 
P Yea, be took off hie clerical garb and wore regular 
clothes. When I firet etarced seeing him, a friend of 
hie used to go wicb ue. He helped me then a lot wicb 
food, because I vaen't eating any. 
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II You were aort of c:baperooed at firat. Hov did it ""'"" 
about tbat you ""nt out alone? 
P Well 1 don't know. I wu upaet one Di&ht, and., 
eotber bad to go to tbe hospital, and I went over to 
aea ba. He uaed to aay, "If tbia upaeta you, let -
know," but I never did . Anyone would be c:razy if 
tbey d.idn' t get upaet . 
II Did he .ean stepping out of the role of a priest? 
P No, that wasn't it . 
II What did be •ean? 
P (llo reaponae.) 
II Did be bug and kill you tben? 
P Yea. 
N Wbat upaet you then? 
P (Pauae . ) Getting all abook up about kiaaina. It was 
vronf tbe feeUag . 
II Gett ag all •booli. up? 
P No, witb a prieat it was wrong. 
II You never told bt. this upset you, bov c:011e? 
p II•!}• I ?JCbi' t want to burt hb teellnsa. {Mary 
co uaed. 
Tbougbc: 
Goal: 
Ia tbia f&Dcaay, reality or both? 
Seek infor.etion about tbe .. inten-
ance of tha relationship. 
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Interview 35 Incident 47 
P My mother is terrible . She makes you feel so no good. 
She does this to my father, too. Everything comes be-
fore him. She is always doing things for everyone 
else. (Mary repeated this several times.) 
N It makes you mad, damn mad! 
P Yes, it does'. It mades ee mad! That bouse, there is 
never a still moment. Everytime 1 sit down to talk to 
my mother the phone rings. Tbe other night I wanted 
to talk, and my father kept coming in with silly things . 
N Why? 
P If she gave bim the attention be needs, he wouldn't 
have to. That is all be wanted, but she gives it to 
every one else . 
N What about you? 
P Ob sbe has given me tbe things I needed, the big things 
a child needs . 
N What things? 
P Food, shelter, clothes. 
N And are there other things? 
P (Miiry began talldng about ber brother.) 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
How does Mary view her relationship 
to her mother in regard to love and 
protection? 
Seek information. 
A more directive, ''What other things 
does a child need?" might have been 
useful. 
Eighteen Weeks: Climate of Hope 
Mary appeared to be giving some thought to the prob-
lems involved in the marriage. Although quite defensive, 
she was not flatly denying the existence of problems. 
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Interview 36 Interview 4a 
P Today is her (eotber) day off, and aha ia going downtown 
to buy a Chriatmaa gift for me (to give toe friend) . 
N How do you feel about that? 
P It sakes me awfully aad, but I won't be abla to get 
downtown all veek. 
M Ia it kind of nice in a way? 
P Yaa. (Mary related ao incident iD which bar faeber 
aade a decision for bar aa to whether or not a lacera-
tion needed •dical attention.) 
11 Do you rely on rour ..,Cber and faeber for help on de-
ciaiona like tb at 
P Juat •Y father, for bi& dachions. I like Cbe vay be 
tbinka, and I know tbat be lalovs about tbJ.oaa. 
N How about your big deciaion to leave home? 
P I will be able to taka care of I woo' t have 
N 
p 
to rely on her balp when 
Thought: I waa goiaa to aak, ' 'Why do you 
rely on your eoebar oov'l" 
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Interview 36 I ncident 49 
P (Anxi ous. ) Fred asked me a few questions Sundar night . 
He said be knew the answers, but be just couldn t atop 
thinking of them. 
N Wbat did he ask you? 
P (Mary hesitated.) He asked me about the priest, would 
there be any love le.ft over? 
N Does he feel that you love the priest that he asked that? 
P I said, "I bate the prieat. I could never love him," but 
1 bate to say anything like this . 
N Wby? 
P Bve.ry time that I do say aoa>et bing, it comes out just the 
opposite. 
N You mean, you think you would find out you love the 
priest? 
P No, 1 hate him. I know I don't love him, and no one can 
make me love him! (Very emphat.ic.) 
N Wby do you suppose Fred asked that question? 
P Well, if 1 were be, 1 would ask the same question. We 
talk about these things; we just don't think about them. 
N You mean it is different than with your parents? 
P Yes. 1 am not going to be like t hem. Like 1 wonder some-
times i f Fred will ever acart drinking again . 
N Have you talked with him about this? 
P Wben there is a party l i ke last week-end, I thought there 
would be a lot of drinking, I asked him what be thought 
of going all the way up there with the bad weather and 
all. He dec.ided not to, so we got out of it very well . 
We don't want to run into difficulties later; we want 
to talk them out now. 
N Have you ever talked to him about his drinking? 
P (No response.) 
N And you talk everything out to grevent problems? 
P (No resgonse.) 
Goal: Clari fy that Mary 
everything out. 
bas not talked 
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Interview 36 Incident 50 
we bad been discussing questions that Fred bas asked Mary . 
N What was the second question? 
P Would there ever be anyone else that I would love , you 
know, because he is in his forties and I am 25 . That 
is a lot of difference in age. He wanted to know if I 
would always love him. 
N Do you think be wanted a guarantee? 
P Well, I told him that I couldn't give him any documentary 
proof that twenty years from now 1 would love him. I 
told him no one could do that . 
N Um-lmiD, and what did be say? 
P That I aea.ed like such a baby at times, but that some-
times be felt younger than I. 
N He seems pretty concerned about this. The age difference 
is large now, and it will get larger in a few years. 
P Yes it will. 1 will still be young when he is old. 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Mary seems eo be giving some thought 
to the problems involved in this 
marriage, and Fred seems to have 
s0111e d<>Ubts. 
Encourage consideration and discus-
sion of the problems in the marriage . 
"Do you think Fred is worried about 
how the marriage will work out?" 
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Interview 37 Incident 51 
p I cooked d1lltler last Saturday, a pot roast; it tasted 
very aood. I did it all by my self. 
N Confratulations, and with no help at all. 
P Wel , my mother and father were both out in the kitchen, 
and they were both telling H what to do, and I said 
that I knew they were both tryina to help, but they ware just mixing me up1 and I'd like to try on my own. N And what happened-r 
P My father seid, 111 guesa rour right, we are," and left. 
My mother said she wouldn t come into the kitchen again . 
N Was she upset, or hurt, or did aha mean the same thing 
your father did? 
P She's like 1 aa, abe goes overboard too much. 1 exflained 
that she and Papa bad their own systems, but I didn t 
have one, so I'd still need their help. (Mary sfoke of 
aoae plans her father was making.) Papa said be d have 
to ask Mama if it would be all rtaht to take my uncle 
along. 
N Sounds like everyone in the f amily depends on your mother 
quite a bit. 
P Not ray brother. 
N What about you? 
P Well abe's always one step ahead, and I never know at the 
time how it will be later on. I don't like that, but she 
knows, so I ask ber. 
N Sounds like you are~retty mixed up about this. 
P (Karj began speaklng_of her aunt . ) 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Clarify that Mary' a dependency 
is a problem to her. 
"You still need your mother," 
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Interview 37 Incident 52 
P lly father keeps asking ""' to show him •Y leg (an abrasion). 
Be did this morning, and I was having an insulin reaction. 
I thought, "lly gosh, what a time to ask that," 'cause I 
was on lilY way to get the orange juice. 
N How do you feel about showing him your leg? 
P Well, I know be's concerned about it. Be bad one of 
these. 
N He see.s pretty concerned about your physical condition. 
P Well no, not really. Be doesn't get concerned about 
colds and so forth. 
N But he does about Diabetes? 
P Yea, he alwaya has been. He used to make comments about 
ay specimen when I waa in high school. Like, "Isn't 
that kind of funny?" 
N How do iou feel about this? 
P (No res_onse.} 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Mary relates to her father through 
Diabetes. 
Seek information regarding Mary's 
feelings toward her father's con-
cern about Diabetes. 
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Interview 38 Incident 53 
P My mother bas all the answers, but you never find the. 
out. 
N 1 don't underatand. 
P Well she says, "Do what you want,11 but you always know 
you'll bear it was wrong later. Or, if she doesn't say 
it, you feel it. 
N 
p 
Can you give me a 'for instance'? 
Last week I was aU.Ost over my cold, 
wash my hair. Later she told me she 
a good idea, because of the drafts . 
cause colds . 
and 1 wanted to 
dido' t think it was 
I don't think drafts 
N Wb.en you bad just about made your decision, why did you 
ask her? 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
I put this stuff on ay hair the day before I wash it, and 
1 have to wash it then. I dido' t know whether to put it 
on or not . That is j uat a little thing. 
Do you ask your mother about quite a few little things? 
No, I didn't realize bow many until a couple of weeks 
ago. I don't ask her now. 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Clarify how she utilizes decision 
making by others. 
"What do you do now when you have 
a decision to make?" 
Fifth Month: Gradual Increase in Anxiety 
During Interview 38, I began to wonder if Mary was at-
tempting to engender guilt in her therapist and, in this 
manner, obtain an 'overprotective mother.' Mary'• headaches 
bad returned, her scrupulosity bad increased, and she had 
numerous small scratches and bruises which concerned her. 
There was a subtlty which ran throughout the interview which 
seemed to be saying: "Look bow much I torture myself, will 
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you take care of .. t Aren't you a shamed of youroalf for 
letting all these horrible things happen to ~~&?" Tbrousb-
out the interview Kary'o concern was centered on decision 
making . I thought oba wiobad me to tell her abe could not 
What began ao a vape feeling bee- 110ra defined 
during the following intarviewo. 'l"be tb-• of Mary's belp-
luoneu and ber anxiety about ber .arrtaga ware aver present. 
Interview 39 Incident 54 
P Sba (eo -worker) doao 10 .any things I don't like. 
II What aort of tbinge? 
P She is always talli11g .. wbat to do and vbat not to do. 
I have a .tnd, and it 1o like sbe takeo it away fr- me. 
(Mary .... ugry.) 
II Can you give .. a 'for in.otanee'? 
P Yea. She 11 alw•r• worryiag about her aae, aad abc ie 
worried that abe • aoin& to end up at t6a office all 
ber life . Sba ie onli five years older than I am, and 
•-*tt.ea abe eounda ike ebe is fifty. So one day I 
aaid to her, "You aound like you are aa old ae Grandma 
Moaaa ." She oaid, "Wall I a not worried nbout flY age," 
and ata..ped away. 
II What abe said took your mind away; you were wrong? 
P Yes. Like a little mother always telling everyone what 
to do. 
II You see. to run into quite a few little 110thara. 
P Yeo. Is sbe like ., aother? 
11 Io abe? 
P Yea, ., aother ~~ the •- thing. 
" p 
coal: 
Correction: 
Seek infor.ation. 
·~y do you auppol& 7.ou 
.any little moebera? ' 
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Interview 40 Incident 55 
P 1 don't want to pass on my vrong ideas about sex to my 
children tbe way the nun did to me. 
N You're concerned about your marri.age. 
P Yes. 
N Sex is a part of marriage. 
P Yea, but not the most important part. 
N It is important though. 
P Yea, and now that I '• going to coaaunion I'm having all 
sorts of trouble. I'm frightened. 
N What happens when you and rred kiss? 
P 1 can't even kiss him goodnight . 
N Do you shake banda? 
N No, be kisses .e. 
N Well, what do you do? 
P I think of something else. I'm a million miles away, so 
I won' t feel anything. I don't r&~~~&~~~ber what I think of. 
N So you kiss him, but you~e not really there. 
P Yea, it was different last summer. We laughed and bad a 
good time, and then 1 started going to caa.union. 
N Sexual feelings are enjoyable, but very frightening. 
P Yea, and I've got to do something about them. I can't 
add more problems to Fred, be has enough. And 1 can't 
worry him, but I'm so frightened. n>en I have to think 
of children. I love chilaran, but I wouldn't want to 
pass my ideas on to them. (There waa a desperate 
quality to Mary's voice.) 
N 
p 
Goal: Clarify Mary's anxiety about 
marriage, and emphasize this 
is her decision to make. 
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Interview 40 Incident 56 
We bad beea d.iacuaaina Hary' 1 dedre to have Fred help her 
with bar aexual fears. 
N Rov cea he help you? 
P Like I help hl.a with hia ho.ework. 
N So he • a going to help you with your hOCMWork . 
P Wall, nov that 1 can talk he wanta to find the answers 
for .... 
N Can he find the answers for you? 
P (No reaponae.) 
N From what you've said, 1 guess you've talked to him. 
P Yea, ha'a ao kind . 
II 
p 
Coal: 
Whose idea 1a thia that Fred can 
help her with thia, 1a it Mary's, 
Fred • a, or do both of th• betieve 
this? 
Seek infor.atioD about Fred's view 
of Mary ud her problnt. 
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Interview 40 Incident 57 
P It's just always there on my mind. 
N You mean sex, sex, sex? 
P Yes, it's like when you go to a doctor with an itch, and 
he says don't scratch. It itches twice as much. 
N You told me you were always denying yourself the things 
that were pleasurable, except smoking and coffee. Is 
this one of the things you deny yourself? 
P Yes. 
N You said you felt something wouLd happen if you allowed 
yourself pleasurable things, does that apply here? 
P Yes, I'd go to bell. It's a mortal sin. It's silly, I 
know it's not, but I still feel it is for me. When it 
comes froa within me, it's bad. 
N What is so bad in you that is so different from everyone 
else? 
P I don't know, but everything is. I went to the Cana 
Lectures . When the doctor spoke about the reproductive 
aystem I couldn't breathe . I kept thinking God really 
has a brain to make evarything so purposeful. 
N So even bard cold medical facts were upsetting. 
P Yes. Oh, and you know the eating, it's all connected 
up with this. 
N In what way? 
P Bvery time l tell myself no, I gtt §o hungry I eould just eat and eat. 
N 
p 
Goal: Further clarify the relationship 
between sexual feelings, candy, 
and punishment. 
Correction: ·~en you deny yourself the 
pleasure of sexual feelings you 
feel in need of another forbidden 
pleasure, eating candy"? 
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AI H&ry'a anxiety incruaed, 10 bad aine. It appeared 
tbat abe waa coaounicatin&, and I receiviD&, ber despera -
tion. 
Interview 41 Int:erview 58 
II You aaid you were afraid of all Mn, vbat about men you 
kl'lov well? Like your brother, your uncle, and your 
father. 
P I'm acarod of my brother, I lika him, but I'm scared of 
bu. 
II What frigbtens you about bt.? 
P I don't l<Dov. This 100rning wen be brou&ht .. over I 
waa awful glad to get out of tha car. Tlian the other 
day ba put bio am around .. , and I got awful seared. 
N Scared io what way? 
P I don't know, I just couldn' t breathe. But be's uoier 
to be witb 'cauae be lauslla and j okaa all tha tt.e. 
N Your not u ea.fortable witb otban? 
P No, I'• scared of ay unclea and Frad, too. 
N 
p 
Coal: Seek inforaation of Mary's feelings 
about her father. 
Correction: ''What frightens you about Fred?" 
Thi a clfht have opened the baais 
of Mary 1 fear for diacuaaion. 
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Interview 42 Incident 59 
N You're de~resaed today, wbat aade you depressed? 
P My father s driving .e crazy. 
N In what way is be driving you crazy? 
P Ob be's always talking about money, all the time it's 
Fred doesn't sake enough money. 
N Why do you suppose be's doing that? 
P I guess be doesn't want •e to marry Fred. 
N How come he just doesn't say this? 
P Well be can't say Fred drinks, or be ' a been .arried be-
fore, or be cbaaea around. 
N Because it's not so? 
P It's not so. He knows I've bad everything tbat money 
can buy, and be' a worried. 
N 
p 
Goal: Seek 1nfo1~tion . 
Correction: ''What is your father worried about?" 
would have opened her own, and her 
father's, feeling& for investigation. 
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Interview 43 Incident 60 
Mary b.ad b .. n telldQ& of bow worried eba wae Friday eveniQ&. 
P W'ben I worry like tb.at all I can do b c..-it a ein, and 
that ltope tba vorryiQ&. That b tba only thing tbat 
worlte. 
11 Bow doe• that atop the worrying? 
P I don't worry about all the little thing• an,..ora, it's 
juet one thing. 
11 What happened Friday night? 
P We vent down to the locker . 
H What happened in the locker? 
P Tbtna• aot out of band. 
N Wall what happened there? 
P We patted, pretty beavy. 
H Did Fred touch you? 
P Yu 
11 Where? 
P (llo ruponee; dlence.) 
H Did tb.at etop the vorTJina? 
P Yae. It alvaya stops it when I do a big ein, until I go 
to confaeeion, and then it atarte again. 
ll Ia tbie a ein ae far aa the church goae? 
P Yee. I don't know whether i t ia or not. CHary epolta of 
bow .ucb tbia upaet Fred, and that be bid aold tbe locker 
to prevent anything fra. occurring.) 
II How did it cOIN about that you ana Fred went to the 
locqr? 
P He a till bad the key, and we juat want down. 
N You juat ended up there? 
P He aaltad .. if I wanted to go to the locltar . 
never aay tbil to •yaelf, bu t 1 juat aay, "to 
everything." Tb"n I feel ao guilty till I so 
aion. 
II You're etill pretty upeet about it. 
P Yu. 
-
I could 
beck with 
to confea-
Goal: Seek iafor.ation. 
Correction: "Bow did Fred b.ava an idea you 
wanted to ao to the locqr roc.?" 
Thh lligbt b.ava lad to oeducdve 
behavior and the anticipated 
pleaeure and fear involved in 
erotic f .. lina•. 
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Twenry Six Weaks: A Deciaioo Reacbed 
I began to feel that it waa imperative that aomethiog 
be done to eue the d tua tion. Mary bad been 110ra depressed 
recently. I felt that aa the wedding data approached the 
depraaaion aight ineraaaa and bospitali~ation be required 
u.nlua Mary obtained a clearer view of her problna and her 
-rriage. In talkin& to her paychlatriat I bee- evan 100re 
concerned. These faalina• ware expressed in auparvialon. 
He (Mary's paychiatriat) is leaving two eontha 
before the wadding, and he is concerned about 
what is going to liappen to Mary becauae, "You 
can' t find a therapia t for someone like her." 
He ia not at all particularly concerned about 
her ~lage other than he feels that •• it gets 
closer to the t1ae abe is auppoaed to get aar-
ried tbat abe 11 goina to get 010re and 110re de-
pressed. He doean't aae. to have any feelina• 
about vbat kind of a lllffi&JC thil 11 JOi Q& to 
be, or .mat tbe -rriaae 11 go~f to aean to 
both people, or anything like 1. 
It see.ed that everyone was in favor of Mary's wedding . 
I could e.xpect no aupport, and in fact , encounter only oppo-
aitioo in working toward aiding Mery to poatpone the wedding. 
I felt this waa ,.,..thing that I .... at do although it aeant 
Mary' a therapiatl bald oppoaing goalo, and that in a aenae, 
Mary waa caught in the aiddle. 
I was angry, worried, and felt a beginnina daaperation 
in the aearcb for ,.,.. way to break through to Mary on a 
feeling level before her wedding waa announced. To do this 
I wiabed to curtail 101M of Mary's talk about bar 
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acrupuloaity. This aubject took up tba arutar part of ucb 
iotarviev. However, I thou&bt tb&t liaitill& Kary'a expres-
aion of acrupuloaity 111gbt t>. quite baraful. It appe&red to 
.. that Mary uinteined her functiollill& tbrou&b the usa of 
acrupuloaity. Extremely thrutenina faalinaa end thoughts 
ware 1 .... diataly shunted into rapatitioua concern over sino. 
1 aee.ad to be surrounded by barriara. 
1ntarviev 44 Incident 61 
N Bov have thina• been goina with your 100tbar in tba 
boapital? 
P All riJ)It, but 1 have bean upaat a couple of tillea. 
N About What? 
P Ob, 1 juat feel suJ.lty. Tbla all atartad tvo years ago 
with 100thar, 
• Do rou faal you bad s...ethina to do with it? 
P Wal , 1 waa in the hoapital than, and aha waa awfully 
vonitd &bout ... Sbt wu Mt9rt tl!at t90. All of that 
buainaaa with the prieat. 
N She knew about the busineaa with tba priaat and what waa 
goina on? 
P Yea, and abe worried. 
H You don't think abe thought, ''Wall abe' a a big girl now." 
P Ob no, 1 waa aick at the tt.a. 
H Did abe recognize that you vera sick? 
P Oh yea, abe knew. I've cauaad bar a lot of worry. 
H 1 don't aae what way you feel you cauaed bar illneas. 
P Sba got nervoua, because abe worried about .. . Sbe bad 
an iiifection then too. Sbe aakad the doctor if either 
oae could be aervea; be •aid. "oo.u 
II 
p 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Clarify tbat Mary' a t>.lief was 
Wlchangad. 
"What waa it about you that vas 
ma.k.ina your 100thar narvoua?" 
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Interview 44 Incident 62 
P Friday I went out with Fred. I was so upset that 1 
couldn't talk. I couldn't move at all. (Mary's voice 
had very little feeling.) 
N Were you thinking at the time? 
P Yea, 1 kept thin~ing about what I would like to do. I 
couldn't move, I was frozen. 
N What else were you thinking about? 
P My mother and how guilty I felt . My father has just 
been driving me crazy. He is so moody. He is gloomy 
generally and not just now. When my cousin visits he 
goes over and hugs her, and he kids my aunt so. 
N Would you like to have hill hug you and kid with you? 
P Yes, but he is always so serious . 
N You have a good sense of humor, do you kid him? 
P Ob no. When I a. around him I feel guilty and angry. 
1 can't aay a tbing, not a word . 
N Was this kind of like you were Friday night? 
P Yes, kind of like that. 
N 
p 
Goal: Clarify the cause of Mary's guilt. 
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Interviev 45 Incident 63 
P My parents went out to a dance, and 1 was ho.e alone. 
I used to get scared when I was a child, but I thought 
that was all over with now, but last night 1 got so 
scared being all alone. I thought it was a good time 
to go to bed at nine, but I couldn't sleep. I bad 
every light in the bouse on, but I kept hearing noises . 
N What did you think was going to happen? 
P That a mao was going to come in. He couldn't though 
'cause all the aoors were locked and my cousin's up-
stairs. 
N What did you think the aan was going to do? 
P Kill me. 
N For what reason? 
F I don't know. 
N What did you do? 
P Nothing. I just 
N You didn't go to 
P No, 1 could bear 
over my ears. 
N Why? 
lay in bed and couldn't sleep. 
your cousin's or call her? 
them up there . I just put my hands 
P To hide, I guess. 
N Were you thinking? 
P (No response. ) 
N You aa!d before put your hands over your ears when 
the word £--- b~~~::~••d you. 
P No, it wasn't t 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Mary thinks the mao was going to 
rape her, but abe will deny it. 
Center on her feelings. 
·~at else did you tnink the man 
was going to do, was be going to 
attack you in some way?" 
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Interview 45 Incident 64 
H Will you be able to say no to your mother? 
P I think so, it'll take soae time to get used to. They 
are giving •e this big wedding and I don't want it. I 
don't want to feel indebted to them. 
H Have you said tbia to your mother? 
P It's for my own good, and it's necessary with lots of 
friends and faaily. I offered to pay for it so I 
wouldn't be indebted to them, but they said no. They're 
right. They think I ought to save my money, because 
I'll need it sometime. 
N So you will feel indebted to them, because of the wedding? 
P Yea. It will be awful bard to aay no to wy mother after 
that. That' a why I pay for all mr medical billa, I told 
them I wanted to. This way I don t feel guilty, I don't 
feel I have to be well the day I get out of the hospital. 
I can take as much time to get well as I need. 
II 
p 
Goal: Clarify Mary' a dependency. 
Correction: "You have s0111e doubts about being 
able to aeparate frOID your parents?" 
Seventh Month: Desperation and Anger 
Mary's possible aarriage brought many feelings to the 
fore. There was bidden anger and open disagreement between 
the psychiatrist and the nurse therapist on this issue. 
Mary's psychiatrist referred me to a journal article which 
would, "explain to you what ptychiatry is all about." I 
felt that her psychiatrist waa not being very objective. 
I think Mary bas more potential than be gives her 
credit for. I think be would like to get her 
into a nice s..t-sick balance. You know, where 
she is not real crazy and she is not real well, 
but so abe can manage life without having to be 
hoapitalized, but not really taking a part in 
life and living. I think be is concerned about 
ber, earea about ber, but doesn't have too cuch 
hope for her. 
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An increasing sense of urgency began to well up 
within me; something liNSt be done about thia wedding soon. 
The deadline was fast approaching. 1t seemed that time 
was being telescoped and there was no change. My aim was 
expreased, "1 don't want to have her all well, 1 j ust want 
to have her well enough not to get married." 1 felt , "Mary 
really needs someone who knows what they are doing . " 1t 
seemed that 1 consistently took the wrong tack. 1 became 
more and 110re distraught with my efforts, and impatient 
with myself. My supervisor was supportive, but, "1 should 
know bow to help Mary look at these things now, not later." 
She needs skilled help now!" 
My thoughts about Mary were, "1 think she is looking 
for someone to take care of her in her sickness, (to) pay 
more attention, at least, to her physical ailments. 1 think 
abe is trying to find out who loves her the most (the psychi-
atrist or nurae) . 11 
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Interview 46 Incident 65 
P 1 uaed to aet -d at -.y pa.renta for treatina - like a 
baby. 
II Did you let the~~ know how you feal7 
P No, l never aaid it 1n worda. 1 alwaya aaid it 1n 
other vaya. 
II In what ways? 
P Eatina, and then sometimes I wouldn't eat at all, and 
1 took sleeping pills. 
II Did you feel you were telling your parents you were 
angry in this way? 
P Yae. 
II What happened then? 
P 1 wound up in the hospital. 
11 What hap&;:ned with your parenta? 
P X don't ow. 
thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
I'll bat her parenta felt fear or 
guilt. They probably really took 
care of her then, if they didn't 
get too lftiTy· 
Suk info,_tion about bow effec-
tive her effort• ware with her 
!'!!:anti. 
'What were you anary about?" 
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Interview 4 7 Incident 66 
N How do you feel about menstruating? 
P I don't mind, and I think it is a wonderful thing. I 
understand what it is all about . Oh I was seared at 
first though . I bad to find out from my girlfriends, 
and then my aunt's story may have affected the way I 
look at it, you know, because the Diabetes didn't im-
prove . 
N It doesn't sound so much like you don't mind. 
P Well I suppose I do, because that is when I wash. 
N Do you worry? 
P Ob yes, about everythi~ . Three things come into my 
mind at once, and I can t do anything. I am so relieved 
when I begin. 
N You are relieved when you begin to menstruate? 
P Yes, then it is all over witn . 
N What is all over with? 
P (No response.) 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Other than pregnancy why would she 
be relieved with the onset of men-
struation? Whit fantasies does she 
have? 
seek inforeation. 
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Interview 47 Incident 67 
P You know '"{ mother told ,... that would be the happiest 
day of my ife (first communion). 
N Was it? 
P No, they had just found out that I waa a diabetic, and 
no one knew anything about it yet. Mother aaked the 
priest if I didn't eat breakfast should I have Insulin 
before, and the priest asked the doctor, and be said no, 
so I didn' t. I got up that morning with a red specimen, 
and I waa so sick all day long. It wasn't a good day 
at all. She did wbat abe thought was beat; it was her 
religion. 
N How did you feel about it not being as good a day as 
your 110ther said it would be? 
P Well it really wasn't anyone'a fault. We didn't know 
enough about Diabetes then. 
N You weren't even a little angry that your mother bad 
promised that it would be the 110at wonderful day of 
your life, and you felt so horrible? 
P Oh, then I was, but she couldn't help it, no one could. 
N It was just one of those things that happen. 
P Yes. 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Mary wu angry with ber mother; 
she didn't ao what abe pr011ised. 
But abe will deny it. 
None. 
"Do you wonder what your wedding 
day will be like, that's supposed 
to be a woman's happiest day, too?" 
My efforts were directed toward viewing all material 
in the light of Mary'a wedding so that the issuea of anxiety, 
fear, dependency, and escape would remain alive. 
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Interview 48 Incident 68 
P Yesterday I went to see the doctor, and I was so upset 
that I just couldn't talk to him. He did a lot of 
things lor me, but every ti.Joe that I would start to 
talk to bill be would pick up the phone or soaatbing. 
N You mentioned last week you couldn't talk to your 
parents. Do you feel that no one, your parenta, the 
doctor, or I will stop to listen? 
P (No response.) 
N Do you want to tell me what is bothering you? 
P Oh it is the wedding. I aa so scared. I just wish it 
were toaorrow, and 1 could bave a small wedding. 
N Are you afraid that something is going to happen? 
P I will get sick again. That always happens with every-
thing I have always wanted . I make •yaelf suffer for 
it. I do want this . It will be the happiest day of my 
life! (Very emphatic). 
N Are you afraid that it will turn out like the other hap-
pieat day of your life, your confirmation? 
P 1 hadn't tbou~t of it. You know my girl friends came 
over last ni t; 1 enjoy them, but I dreaded it. Why 
should that a? Everything I enjoyed, 1 dread. I wish 
1 could go to a dance and enjoy lt. 
N All of your friends know that you are getting married. 
I iugine there is a lot of talk about it, your plans 
and all. 
P Yes, my cousin just got engaged, plans, plans, plans. 
(Mary moved her engagement ring from her left to ber 
right band.) 
H Wby did you change your ring to your right band? 
P My bend swells at night and the middle of tbe morning 
it goes down, and I can get it on my finger . 
N 
p 
Goal: Clarify that Mary 's anxiety is due 
to the wedding, not friends or 
illness. 
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Interview 48 Incident 69 
P (Hary related a story of her father viewing his nephew 
as a child, who did not think very wel l .) 
N Does your father think you're a child wbo doesn't think 
very well? 
P 1 guess be thinks I am his little girl, j ust like all 
fathers. (Mary spoke of her cousin's fiance asking her 
uncle for her band.) My uncle said it was the most 
natural thing in the world, and picked up his bowling 
ball and went out the door. Hy father got so upset 
saying, "Don' t you think that be should have asked about 
his finances?" and all this sort of stuff. I think that 
is our responsibility, not the father's . 
N How does your father feel about you getting married? 
P I don't know. I am his little girl, and he said that 
Pope John wouldn't be good enough for me . My father and 
Fred used to be real cloae together until we got engaged. 
N You have no idea bow be feels? 
P Well, be went to a party with some girls I work with . 
They aaked him bow be felt and be said, "Boys should get 
married, but girls shouldn't ." I guess all fathers feel 
like that . 
N 
p 
Thought; 
Goal; 
Mary is denying awareness of her 
father's feelings. 
Aid Mary to recognize and state her 
father' a feelings . 
·~at does your father think girl's 
should do if they shouldn't get mar-
ried?" 
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Interview 48 Incident 70 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
You said last week that you were afraid that your being 
nervous would make the doctor sick or me sick. Do you 
think you are making your father nervous? 
Yes, and be baa been looking older lately. I always 
thought of him as a handsome man, but he looks old. 
Do you feel you are making him old with the wedding and 
all? 
No. I think it bas been 25 years of making him old. 
I wondered, because you said you used to think of him 
as handsome, I wondered if it wasn't very recent. 
Yes, it is recent. And then I worried because of 
nervousness. He got nervous because his boss was tak-
ing equipaoent from him that he needed. 
11 Is Fred taking equipment from him that he needs? 
P No, Fred isn't. 
N Are you taking equipment from him that he needs? 
P I guess I a. . (Mary's tone sounded unconvincing.) 
N Are you telling me this to be nice? 
P I don't know. I have alwa s felt ver unneceasar . I 
ave a ways een a o o expense. 
Goal: Seek clarification and emphasize 
~ey' • ¢011Plianee. 
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Interview 48 Incident 71 
P My .other baa alway a been eo buay. l wanted to aak bar 
laat ni&bt to DOt take on ao 11Ucb and to juat help -
get through the t~ until I gat -=ied. 
II You 11Uit be vary angry that you have to aak that. 
P Yea, 1 ... I .. so worried, baeauaa 1 .. ao dependent 
on ay parenta. It it going to be bard to leave bo.e. 
N In what waya are you depenaeot on your parents? 
P Wall, ther always know bow to do everything. 
II You are afraid you won • t know bow to do everything? 
P Yea, and people will depend on me that way they 
do tb ... 
II Soaati.aaa you 1!1\lat be sure you era going to fail than? 
P Yea 1 ... I juat think of Fred and than it ia all right. 
N Do you .. an that Fred will taka care of you? 
P Yu. 
N 
p 
Tbought: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Tbe fine clear atat-ot of her 
dependence upon bar parenta. 
Clarify dependency. 
"In what waya will Fred take care 
of you?" VO\Ild have o~nld the 
araaa of depandaocy upon parents, 
and the expected aeintenance of 
this in aarriaga. 
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Interview 49 Incident 72 
P All •Y girlfriends wbo have gotten aarried were all 
scared 6efore they were married. thia makes me feel 
better, because it meana I'm not so different from 
others. 1 would feel better if you told me that I 
was normal, it is normal being scared. 
N You talked about bow scared your friends are, but 1 
think you are concerned because you are more nervous 
they they. 
P Yea I am. I have noticed that every time someone talks 
about the wedding I can't breathe. 
N You must be terribly frightened. 
P Yes. Everytime I think of all those people at the wed-
ding 1 could die. 
N What frightens you most about them? 
P They will all be looking at me. 
N Are you afraid that you won't be able to make it down 
the aisle? 
P (Mary told a story about herself and a frieDdbeing in a 
abow when they were children. ) My friend got scared to 
death . She threw her at'llls around me and screamed, "Let's 
get out. of here~" 
N Are you afraid that you will feel like crying, "Let's get 
out of here!" at the wedding? 
P Yes, but I will make it. A friend of mine got married 
and went to the wedding breakfast . She cried and cried 
all through the breakfast. She finally called home and 
asked her mother to come and get her; she bad .ade a hor-
rible mistake . Her mother told her to stop crying and 
N p 
go back and sit down. 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Mary fears she will make a horrible 
mistake, and her mother will say 
the same thing, but what will father 
say? 
Seek information. 
"Are you afraid this will happen to 
you, that you will make a horrible 
miat.ake?11 
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Interview 49 Incid""t 73 
P The other night ve were talldna about vbere ve would 
live, and Kaaa said that there vaa plenty of roo. for us 
there. Hy father said, "For both of th•?" and I aaid, 
"No, Fred will go to bio houae, and I vill live here." (Hary'a tone waa sarcastic.) I got ao angr{ at ht.. 
Ha juat baa an unfortuoate war of aayinf tb nga. 
N Wban your father said tbat, d d you fee that you bad to 
chooae between Fred and your father? 
I gueaa unconsciously, I did bacauaa right away I said 
thia 1 but it is all taken care of now. Wa will live with 
p 
Fred a 1110ther. 
N You wouldn't feel coafortable living at h.,_.? 
P Hy father ia ao nervous and acared. I aa aeeing .ore and 
110ra how nervous be is. 
N 
p 
Coal: Maintain the concentration on 
Mary'a fear &Dd aaxiety. 
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Interview 49 Incident 74 
We bad been speaking of Mary's fear of the wedding. 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
It euat seem strange that anything ao wonderful could be 
so horrible? 
Yea, it does. I have alwar• been different from every-
one else. Wben I was litt e the rest of tbe family bad 
their picture in tbe paper, and I always got good grades . 
You are going to have your picture in tbe paper before 
long. 
Ob no, 1 wouldn't beve 11y picture in the paper . It • s too 
expensive. 
Moat girls want one aa a remembrance of a wonderful day. 
Ob, we are going to beve a couple taken, but not to put 
out anywhere. 
Goal: Clari fy that her wedding ia not 
being anticipated as joyful and 
1118110rable. 
Correction: A more directive, "You don't think 
you would like to be reminded of 
your wedding?" aigbt have been 
useful. 
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Interview 50 Incident 75 
We bad been speaking of Mary's marriage . 
N You rely on your father's judgement. This must upset 
you even further, since you aren't sure bow be feels. 
P (No response; silence.) 
N When I was coming over this morning I saw you crossing 
tbe street outside . You looked lonely and very sad. 
P I don't feel that way. I feel better than I have in a 
long time. I'm not just telling you that. If some-
thing is bothering me, I don't know what it is . (Mary 
seemed to be thinkinf.) You know I've alwr.s asked 
God to bleaa my marr age, and the other ni t I thought 
it waan't God's blessing I wanted, but my ather's. 
That sounds silly. 
N I don't think ao . 
P I ' ve been wondering if I haven't gotten the two of the. 
mixed up with all my worrying about sins. Maybe I'm 
not ao concerned about what God thinks of me. 
N You're more concerned about what your father thinks of 
you? 
P Yes. 
N 
p 
Goal: Concentrate upon the wedding. 
Correction: "In what ways have you gott.en 
God and your father mixed up?" 
This was a clear identification 
of certain aspects of her basic 
difficulty . 
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Interview 51 Incident 76 
P It's been terrible lately. Poor Fred, I don't know how 
he stands it. Final ex..,. are cOIIIing up. I want to 
help him by making it as easy as possible, but I don't. 
I'm always worrying about something or crying. It's 
awfully hard on him. He tries to make me feel better 
by saying something funny and things like that. 
N And do you feel better when he jokes? 
P It helps, but I'm still worried. l try not to show it, 
but ehen l show it all tbe more. When we're going out 
in the evening l keep telling myself all day to feel 
good so he'll have a good time. Then, by the time night 
comes I have a headache or something. 
H And then you worry? 
P Yes, 1 don't just worry when I'm vith Fred. I worry at 
other times, too. 
N I know you do. 
P It's been awfully bard on him. When I worry, be worries. 
I don' t know bow he can take it . 
N Are you concerned about this, not only now, but after 
you're married? 
P Oh yes, it's going to be awfully hard on bim, he still 
bas another year of school . I want to make it as easy 
for him as possible, but 1 just make it more difficult. 
I'm afraid I'll 1010 b~, that be can only cake so much. 
N 
p 
Goal: Clarify Mary's concern. 
CoTrection: "You are concerned that all your 
worrying will be so difficult for 
Fred that it will drive him away?" 
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Interview 51 Incident 77 
P You know, I can' t say about a married man, "Gee, he's a 
peach" or, ttl like bill ." It seems wrong. 
N You mean like a sin? 
P Yea . 
N What kind of a sin? 
P I don't know. 
N How do you feel then? 
P Scared and worried about anything. 
N How else do you feel? 
P Just scared; nothing ehe. 
N Well, have you met a married man you think is a peach? 
P There's obis fellow at the club, be's the kind of person 
I like, but 1 could never love. The other night 1 was 
standing there and I thought, "Gee, you're a peach." 
N What did you do? 
P I wanted to run away, but I didn't . I stood there and 
thoul!ht about things a laillion mile a away. 
N Why aid rou do that? 
P Maybe it s a way of protecting myself . I know the kind 
of life I want, and then 1 worry so nothing can happen 
to make me lose it. 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Mary is friahtened of her own 
sexual feelings, but is she aware 
of them? 
Seek clarification. 
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Interview 51 Incident 78 
p I'm scared of priests. I think because they are men. 
I have to ask the one that's been so nice to me all 
sorts of questions. I'm so scared of him, I can't . 
N Do you think be might thing you were, well kind of 
nasty? 
I don't know. I'• just glad be's distant and not 
overly friendly. 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
Even though you're scared of bim, do you feel more com-
fortable with him than the other priest, because he's 
not overly friendly? 
Yes, I do . 
Are you afraid the same thing might happen again if be 
were overly friendly, even though you don't particularly 
want it? 
Yes, it frightens me . I know wbat I want and wbo I want. 
Goal: Seek information to connect Mary's 
fear of married men, priests, and 
the bash of the fear. 
Correction: "You are frightened of something 
sexual happening with a priest, is 
that what frightens you about 
married men?" 
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Interview 53 Incident 79 
Mary had been speaking of her mother dominating others. 
N Do you feel she' a alwaya telling you what you ahould do? 
P Yea, but that's not exactly rig&t either. (Mary spoke 
of having a ruptured appendix when abe waa twelve years 
old. She would not allow bar mother to call tha doctor 
for three daya.) Finally, •Y uncle came ovar and got .e 
to let the doctor eo-a. She let .e decide that, ao I 
don't guess abe alwaya talla .e what to do. 
II Row did you feel about tbia when you found out what it 
waa? 
p I didn't feel IIUCb of anyt.hillg for a wbila after that. 
1 lay in the hoapital with ali aorta of tubal in 1114!, 
and 1 was so scared about a fire that I couldn't get 
out. 1 felt so auilty. 
II Guilty about what? 
P Guilty about all the fuaa and bother I waa eauaing. 
N At boae, in the hoapital, or where? 
P At hoee. I kept getting abseosed too. !vary tiJM I 
vaa just about ready to go home, I'd gat another. 
N Were you a bit angry wit& your 010ther that aha didn't 
call the doctor? 
p I don't tb.ink so 'eauaa abe wanted to, but 1 wouldn't 
let her. I waa acared of hospitals, and I raiaed a 
fuaa and seid no. 
N Your .other didn't call because of the fuaa you'd make 
if abe did? 
P (No response.) 
N Did your parents go along with what you wanted to do 
with most things? 
P No, I didn't aak for things every day~ they'd have said 
no. 
II What about big thinga? 
P Wban I vas in high acbool1 I wanted to ao to public acbool; ay brother wouldn t let IM. I'• glad 1 didn't, 
but they'd have lat ... 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
no? 
Like a child Mary de.anda her way, 
but wants protection. 
Clarify that Mary wants restriction, 
in this context, before going to 
the wadding. 
'~hat do vou want your parents' help 
with now?1' 
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Interview 54 Incident 80 
We had been discussing Mary's observation that she could 
give other people advice, but when abe gave herself the 
sa..e advice it was meaningless . 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
You mean like how you told yourself everyone was 
frightened before they marry when you were so frightened? 
Yes, but that worked 'cause I'm not frightened anymore, 
except once in a whiie. I'm not afraid of Fred either. 
(Mary became short of breath.) 
You're not afraid anymore? 
I guess I am. I 'm having trouble breathing. 
You want to talk about it? 
Sometimes I do get scared, but it's not so much anymore, 
and I know it when I do. I get short of breath, or I 
scratch, or s011ething. I get awfully scared at home 
lately. It's always at dinner time; it's horrible . 
Do you have any idea why you get frightened at dinner 
time? 
Yes, my father's there. 1 see him, and I have to start 
eating. Actually , I'm scared all the time I'm with him . 
I ~ust wish I could show him I love him, but I can't. 
He s so distant, and all that happens is that we j ust 
end up hurting each other . You can't talk to him. 
I imagine you'd like him to be able to show you be loves 
~ou too . h yeo, I would. It would be wonderful. 
Coal: Clarify that Mary wants her father's 
love. 
Correction: "What is it that frightens you when 
you are with your father?" 
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Interview 54 Incident 81 
N You wish your father would say somethin& about the wed-
ding. That he'd ehow he loved you in that way? 
P Yea, I just hate him. 
N Even when you're anary with him, it sounde like you love 
hia. 
P Yu I do. (Thinking.) You lalow the doctor aeked -
ruterday if I aver bad a crueb on ay father; be uid t vaa natural. 
N (Mary didn' t a e.. to want a c01111ent. 1 nodded yes.) 
P I told bia I didn't think I bad. Kaybe I vouldn't lee 
it be, aaybe I atopped it. I gueaa if it'a noraal for 
airls to have a cruab on their father, it' a noraal for 
&oya to bave a cruab on their IDOther. (Mary' a expression 
waa puzzled.) 
N u.m-. You aaid that if you bad a cruab on your father 
maybe you stopped it. I don't quite uoderatand what you 
•ean. 
P All ay life whenever I've bad any sexual faalings, I've 
atopped thea bl aettina angry at ebe peraon, or depressed, 
or ao.ething 1 u that. I can see bow that would cause 
a whole lot of cur.oil. 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Tbia sounds like ea.ething ehe 
baa heard, but doean't feel or 
believe. She ia juat trying 
it out on-· 
Saek information to check •Y as-
a....,tion. 
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Eighth Month: Climate of CO!afort 
During Interview 55, Mary exprcased angar with every-
one close to her. The interim since the laat interview 
aa.,.ad to be filled with argueents . Mary bad fought with 
bar parenta, Fred, and verbally attacked a priaat. As the 
interview progreaaed, it appeared this expruaioo of anger 
vaa baaed on everyone' 1 avoidance of deciaion ll&lting. llo 
one would tell Mary not to gat aarried. Hary'a anxiety and 
fear were building up aa the wedding data approached; this 
too found its expreaaion in anger . 
I found myaalf mora comfortable with •Y ability to 
evaluate H&ry. I waa aurpriaed to discover that I was not 
concerned that Mary would bare beraelf. 
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Intarviav .5.5 Incident 82 
P My uncle end I bed a talk thh vaak·and, and I c-
dovnataira and said be wu the 1101t voadarful aan. 
My IIOthar SOt ansry and said, 111 don't vant you to 
t a ka any more barbs at your father. After all, be's 
•Y buaband, and I love hl•." 1 love bt. too, but my 
uncle and I can talk. Hot that •Y father ian't good, 
but wa can • t talk. 
H Have you been taking some pot abota at your father? 
P (No reaponae . ) 
N You said laat week that all you do ia burt one another . 
P Wall, lately at both of them. 
H Do you feel they do at you? 
P Wbanavar anyone tal.ks about anyone alae, 1 think they're 
talking about me, and I get angry. 
N 
p 
Coal: Clarify that Mary doaa express 
bar ansar. 
Correction: ''When you get an&ry you take pot 
shots. Wbat are you angry about?" 
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Interview 55 Incident 83 
P Hy father had three teeth pulled this week, and my 
mother was in terrible pain from her bladder. The 
doetor told her tbat nerves a~ravate it, but she says 
this is the least nervous she s been in eleven years. 
Sbe said she wasn't nervous . 
N Well, what do you t hink? 
P 1 think she's lying. That's why I don't trust ber. 
1 asked her if she was nervous about my father, and she 
said, "No. " 1 asked ber if abe was nervous about the 
wedding, and sbe said, "No." 
N What do you think abe's nervous about? 
P (No response.) 
N p 
Goal: Seek information. 
Ll9 
Interview 55 Incident 84 
p 
N 
p 
You know my cousin, they're taking him to a clinic for 
upset children. 
Do you wish your parents had taken you when you were a 
child? 
Yea, I've been afraid ever since I can remember . I don't 
know bow they could have known if they hadn't ever seen 
it though. I wish they had, it would bave been so much 
easier, but I never told them anything. 
N Are you angry that they didn't know? 
P Yea (angry tone), but then I just get angry at myself, 
'cause now could they know. I never told them. But 
how is a child supposed to tell someone; they're scared, 
that'. au: 
II 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
II p 
Do you feel ther should have known you were scared, even 
though you didn t tell them? 
Yea: You can tell when a child is scared: 
Do you think your parents know bow you feel now, scared 
and frightened? 
My mother says they took me to a fsycbiatrist one time 
when I was in my teens, but I don t remember it. I guess 
I just fooled him into thinking I wasn't scared, but I 
think that's his business; be should have known: 
Your still angry with me. 
No, I've said it, and it's all over with now. 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Mary feels no one knows of her 
fear . She is angry because I 
didn't take all 6er problems 
away. 
Encourage expression of anger. 
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Interview 56 Incident 85 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
What happens when you are with Fred and you become 
sexually aroused? 
I just get depressed, and feel guilty, and get so hungry . 
You think the hunger has something to do with your sexual 
feelings? 
Yes I do, what do you think? 
I think it could, and what happens when you feel guilty? 
I just can't talk; I just sit there . I can tell Fred 
now though. 
N How does Fred feel about it? 
P Well, he says there's three things you have to do to com-
mit a mortal sin. 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
You know that, though, as well as be. 
Yes, I know it's me and not the church. I've told him 
that. 
Do you think this might have been one of the things he 
was concerned about when he asked you why you couldn't 
accept the church? 
Yes. 
You feel Fred is concerned about this business of sex 
then? 
Yes. (Pause . ) It's not just sex, I feel that everything 
to do with the body is bad. When I'm showering, I won't 
look at myself. I hate to go to the bath~oom. It's 
terrible when I'm in an elevator; I don't want anyone to 
touch me . 
How do you feel when you're in an elevator and someone 
touches you? 
I get depressed and feel guilty. 
You said that that was how you felt when you bad sexual 
feelings; do you have sexual feelings then? 
No, I don't . I just have to get depressed and guilty. 
Goal: Seek clarification. 
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Interview 57 Incident 86 
N Did anything happen that aroused you? 
P No, I can't remember anything, I just was. I waited and 
wa.ited for Fred all day, and then be brought my uncle's 
wheelbarrow home, and told me to tell my uncle it was in 
the shed, and I slammed the door in his face. 
N What happened then? 
P Fred went home and called me, and said be had to go to a 
Bachelor's party then . We had a terrible argument, but 
it ' s all over now. We talked Sunday, and I'm not angry 
anymore. It frightens me when I have any feelings at 
all, hate, sexual feeli,s, or anger. Bue you know be 
could have called me at east . 
N 
p 
You said ou were aroused and an r . Were ou aroused 
e ore you were an,~ 
Yes, I was . I don t=know 
have to see. 
if I always am though. I'll 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Anger is a protection for Mary. 
Seek information of the timing 
of the two feelings as a basis 
for exploring how anger protects 
Mary. 
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Interview 57 Incident 87 
N You're pretty upset right now. If you're this upset 
now, it must have been terribly frightening to you 
(being sexually aroused)? 
P Yes, t can't breathe. I don't want to talk about it. 
1'• forcing myself. 
N You must be terrifically worried about how it's going to 
be after you're married, since sex and sexual feelings 
are so much a part of marria,e. 
P And of life too. 1 think it ll be all rigbt, 'cause I 
know that this is all right and that's why people get 
married. 
N You seem to have some difficulty with this whole business 
of sex. You tell me you know sexual feelings are all 
right and normal, but you still feel they are wrong. 
P Yes I do, but I 'm talking about it now. I'm glad about 
that. 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Mary thinks that verbalizing her 
fear will magically make it go 
away . 
Clarify reality in a concrete 
fashion . 
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Interview 57 Incident 88 
p I've been trying to straighten out thia buoineos for 
18 y .. ra (probleaa of feeliQ&I), but I'• not going to 
delay 18 y .. ro to 8&rr, Fred. 
N No, for heaven sake. lC kind of ooundo ao though you 
bad bean thinking of postponing the waddingi baa you? 
P Yea, I did for awhile, but I decided wa wou dn't be 
hurting anyone but ourselves. 
N In what way? 
P It would be just that much longer that we'd have the 
proble• of sex to deal with, and both of us want to get 
married now. 
N It would be pretty difficult to pootpona a wadding , 
you know, with wondering what people wou ld think and 
all. 
P Yeo, it would be difficult. 
N Yeo, but it' a a pretty .. cure way to ... t the problem 
p 
N 
p 
if you feel there are thinga to sat atrai&htened out, 
even if it is difficult. 
I'd bate it. It would be awful difficult to wonder 
vbat people would be thinking, but I'd pootpone the 
wedding if I thought I ougl>t to. I '• baiQ& boout and 
talkinf about sexual feel1ngo. Fred la>owo about it, 
and it o okay with !WI. 
Goal: Clarify that Fred wao concerned. 
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Interview 57 Incident 89 
We had been discussing Mary's inability to move during con-
fession. 
N You mentioned something like tbis occurred when you were 
out with Fred. 
P It happens everywhere, at home, at work. 1 want a drink 
of water, but I can't get up and get it; 1 have to sit 
there. 
N How do you feel when you want a drink of water , but 
ca.n't get it. 
P Like it's wrong, it's silly, but that's the way I feel, 
guilty. 
N The water is wrong, what has the not getting up--(Mary 
interrupted). 
P I can't get it then . 
N So not being able to move keeps you from doing something 
you feel is wrong. 
P (Thinking.) There ' s always lots of men around at work. 
Everybody laughs and jokes with them. I can't get a 
drink, 'cause I have to go out where they are. 
N And. 
P 1 'm afraid 1' ll laugh and joke with them. (Mary was al-
most crying.) I'm not terrible. 1 know what I want. 
N 
p 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Clarify that Mary's desires are 
p,roblematic. 
~at frightens you about laughing 
and joking with men?" 
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Interview 58 Incident 90 
P My mother says she's not nervous now, and that it's the 
first time in eleven years that she hasn't been. I was 
angry when I came home Saturday, because she had a look 
of pain on her face . I asked her bow she was and she 
said, "It just started," and kind of grabbed herself. 
I got upset, 'cause I thought, "I walk into the house 
and it starts." Then I found out that she bad called 
the doctor before that . 
N You said she bad gotten sick before when you got upset . 
P I'm not upset now. She did before though. 
N I thought you were pretty frightened . 
P (No response.) 
N 
p 
Goal: Concentrate on Mary's anxiety so 
it is not dismissed or denied. 
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lnterviltW 58 Incident 91 
11 How did your father like hia Father' 1 Dar card? ( the 
card read, "Dear Dad, When 1 think of al the 110ney 
you've 1peat on •e for pill1, dancing laiSOnl, etc.--
Hay it fO on forever!") 
P Ha didn t 1ay anythinf about it. Ha 1aid thank you for 
the other card (a rel gioua card) and tba 1birt. He 
didn't 1ay anything about tbia one. Ha put it on the 
tabla with the others. 
N Why do you think he didn't aay anything? 
P I think because it's hard for bt. to 1ay thank you . 
N Quite a while ago you told me that be told one of your 
friends that girla shouldn't get .. rriad. The card 
a aid lo .. thing about, "Kay it go on forever!" Do you 
think tbat •igbt have bad ao.ethiag to do with it? 
P I pu 10, I signed it, "Bridie." 
11 a- do you think your father feat. about you getting 
.. rried and leavinf ba.e? 
P I don't think be'l .tad wban be find1 out 1'• not a 
little girl . 
11 How do gu feel about beb!& his little girl? 
P {Ro rea __ nae.) 
Thought: 
Coal: 
Correction: 
Ma.ry 11 really anxiou• to see how 
auch he'll aiaa her when abe's 
gone. 
Explore the fathar-cbild aapect. 
"How did your father look when he 
read your card?" 
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Ninth Month: Resolution of Feeliqa 
The pouibility that Mary would so throup with the 
•arriaae, aa acbeduled, waa bec081ng ~re and .ore clear. 
I was atte.pting to deal with my own feelinas about this. 
I thousbt I bad accepted that it waa !Yry' a reaponaibility 
to make the decision about her marriage. However, now I 
waa not ao aura . I felt that I bad tried to help Mary 
look at the .. rriage in terms of bar own readineas, but 
frequently I would think, "Perhaps if I bad been more 
akilled, " or, "Perhaps if I bad tried harder." tbeae 
thousbta did not receive direct upruaion in supervision. 
The difficulty I was encountering vaa indirectly expressed 
in auperviaion. "It a~at oeeaa like (~Yry .to.s not know) 
I have to tell her--you're frightened, you're acared, and 
yet it' a not going to do any good for .. to tell her." 
My feelings about the card Mary aent her father are 
related, not only to the card, but to the difficulty I was 
encountering in attempting to clarify tboae iaaues relating 
to ~Yry' a .arriage. "I think it' a bard for .. to believe 
bow anyone could possibly deny to tbia extent. It (the 
.. &Din&) •••• ao obvious--yet it doun' t ••- to have 
.. eniD& for her (~Ury) • She kn.., what I'd aay about it and 
think about it (when she showed .. the card)." 
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Int:arviav S9 Incident: 92 
We bad bean diacuuing bow fri&bt:aned Hary beco-ea at a 
dance. 
N What happens when you're at: a dance and gat: fri&bt:ened? 
P 1 can't .ove. 1 want to run away, but I can't .ove or 
alae I go blank and don't: knov what:' a going on. 
N Doea Fred do anything then or not:? 
P Oh, yea. Sometimes he says something funny or be asks 
me to dance, and sometimes we go for a walk till 1 feel 
batter. He always knows and doea aomething to help . 
N Fred alway• knows when you are afraid? 
P Yu, he know a I am any time 1 go out with a bunch of 
poople. He doesn't force me to go; he leevea the 
daciaion up to me . He doesn't keep me away from things juat •cause 1'• scared. If 1 f•t real acared 1 know 
na'a riJbt there, and if I can t: do anything about it 
ayaelf, he can. 
N Fred aort of protects you. 
P No, be doean't: . He's juat alwaya there to take care of 
thinga when 1 get: fri&bt:aned. 
II Fred auat enjoy taking care ot you. 
P Yea, 1 su••• so. CKary changed t:be aubject.) 
II 
p 
Goal: Seek information that Mary's relation-
ships with other• are dependent. 
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Interview 59 Incident 93 
We bad been talking about Mary' a fatber. 
P Ha alvaya a&Kea some remarK about Fred vhen he has 
changed ahifts. He says, "11 be off again?" 
N Why do you auppose be doea that? 
P I don't Kt\ov, but be does it with me too. I can't 
atay boee fro- worK without bt. aaying aomething. 
N Do you think be feels Fred ia goofing off? 
P Fred wouldn ' t goof off: (Very emphatic.) 
N I didn't mean 1 t hought be was. l waa juat wondering 
if your father might be concerned if Fred would take 
care of hia little girl. 
P Maybe ha ia. (Mar y thought.) But then if I get a ride 
boee fra. work and get there early, or if I go in and 
lie down, be alwar• ..Xes aome ca..ant about it. 
N Do you auppoae be a worried about you? 
P 1 never thought of that. 1 guaaa ha could be. You see, 
1'va been sickly aince l waa a child. 
N Sounda liKe your father aiaJ>t ba pretty concerned about 
your getting .. rried and leaving. 
P Yea, 1 au••• ao. (Mary changed the topic.) 
N lt'a pretty bard to talk about your father, isn't it? 
1' Yu. 
Goal: Clarify that tho aubject of 
Mary's father ia diatraaaing. 
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Incerview 60 Incident 94 
N You look sad today; are you upset about someching? 
P No . 
N How did your shower go? 
P Oh, fine . 
N You weren't upset? 
P No . The worst part of it was waiting for it, but it was 
fine. I enjoyed it. I couldn't think of anything or 
remember anyone's name. I didn't recognize my mother, 
and I asked my cousin four times bow her husband was . 
N lt sounds as though you were pretty frightened. 
P Oh, no. No one got u~set about my mistakes . They just 
l aughed when I couldn t remember their names. 
N But you felt differently about your mistakes? 
P Oh, no . I learned from the shower . (Mary changed the 
subject. ) 
N 
p 
Goal : Seek information. 
Mary brought Fred to the hospital to talk to me about 
their marriage. It was my feeling that Mary wished me to 
tell Fr ed to delay the wedding . It was my hope that Mary 
would do this herself when I did not . It became apparent, 
during my calk with Fred, that Mary could expect little sup-
port from him in postponing the wedding . Fred was eager to 
marry, and though be spoke of the difficulties involved in 
the marriage, they were dismissed as incidental. My hope 
waned, but did not disappear . 
Ic seemed that everywhere I curned I encountered magic 
that would make everything ' rosey.' 11No wonder I 'm encoun-
cering so much difficulty with Mary's denial, when it is 
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supported by so many people." 
Interview 61 Interview 95 
P You know at the office I get to worrying and worrying 
about silly little things, and then I have a reaction. 
I know I can't accept diabetes . 
N You feel there is a relationship between worrying and a 
reaction? 
P Yes, but I don't know what it is. 
N I think it's rather difficult, because you worry so 
much, but maybe if we knew what you were worrying about. 
P I don't remember, but it seems like it all bas to do 
with sex. (Mary spoke of a co-worker who always wore 
a 'sexy' dress, and tbat this initiated her worry.) 
N Was it because sbe was bei113 provocative? 
P Yes . 
N You mentioned one day that you'd get thirsty and couldn't 
go out to get a drink of water, 'cause the boys were 
there . Is it because you're afraid you'll be provocative 
with them? 
P No, but it seems that way. 
N Do you mean that you know you're not being, but you feel 
you are? 
P Yes. 
N Are you concerned about what you would do if the boys 
were to respond? 
P No, it's all me . They're all married, and there's one 
hundred people in the office. 
N 
p 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Clarify that Mary must be experi -
encing some sexual feelings. Make 
it palatable. 
"You are concerned about your 
response, not the boy' s? 11 
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Interview 63 Iru:ident 96 
N Wbat about your father, h be worried a bout tbe ..eddift&? 
P My eotber said she vas talking to ha about I could 
taka cera of ll}'self, and he aild, "1 JUell that' 1 
ri&ht. I never learned to give her bar inaulin." 
N Wbat did he ~~ean? 
P 1 never would give myself •Y insulin till I was about 
14. My mother gave it to ma. I wanted to be a nurse~ 
and •Y brotbar said one day, "How can you t .ake care ot 
anyone else, if you can't youraelf?" I took it fr0111 
then on. 
N How would tou have felt if your father bad given you 
~our inaul n? 
p ~ry •pore of the people in her faaily who had 
6e£u. 
Goal: Clarify Kary'a dependency. 
Correction: " You vented to be able to take 
care of youraelf, do you have dif-
ficulcy with tbh?" 
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Incident 97 
N You aaJ.d a...ething abovt it vam' t Cod' a approval you 
wantad, it vas your father' a. Ia there aooaething be 
doean't &~prove of? 
P Fred. It a not like there' a anything wrong with him. 
They uaed to be the beat of frienda, until I atarted 
going out with bi.a. 
N Then he changed? 
P Yea, he ian't good enouab. No one ia food enough. He 
alwaya talka a6out how fie goea from th a atore to that 
one, to 'et things for me, and you have to have a ear. 
Fred ean t drive, because of hia eyea. 
N Your father feels Fred won't take care of you? 
P He knova he will. (Mary vaa indignant.) 
N Fred won't take care of you like your father does? 
P No. I wouldn't object if .y child .. rried, if neither 
one were a IIUrderer or th.ey we ran' t under 16. 
N Do you auppoae that's why your fatbar'a upaet? He 
aaea you aa his little girl, leaa than 16. Soeeti.aes 
a lot leu. 
P Yea. I'• juat a little girl to hi•. 
N Sa.eti.aea you IIUst feel like a little girl. 
P (S.tled.) Tbat'a a kind way of putting it, thank you. 
II Kind in what way? 
P It didn't lUke me feel bad. 
N In what way do you feel like a little girl? 
P Oh, in the way I feel about aex. 
N It moat be pretty frightening when you'll aoon be ex-
pected to be a woman. 
P (No roaponse) . 
N You moat sometimes wish you were a little girl so you 
wouldn't be faced with all these problema. 
P No, I'd never want to be a little girl again. I used 
to wiah I were a boy when I wu growing up. 
NP r'o7i could get away fr0111 hooae. 
Coal: Seek infor.ation. 
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Interview 63 Incident 98 
Mary had been speaking of how frightened abe was of all 
men . 
N What about Fred? 
P I'm not putting him in a non-man category. t get 
afraid of him too, but be can make me unafraid . 
N When are you afraid of Fred? 
P I don 1 t know . 
Thought: 
Goal: 
Mary becomes frightened when she 
experiences sexual feelings . 
Clarify the occurrence of her fear . 
Interview 63 Incident 99 
Mary had been expressing her feeling that the diabetes had 
been received from her father, although she had no proof . 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
With your feelings about diabetes you must have some 
feelings about this . 
Yes, I do . I think that's why I get so scrupulous just befote I tealize I'm going to have a tta¢tion. 
Do you have scrupulosity or sexual thoughts? 
Sexual thoughts . 
I don't quite see what you are trying to say. 
When I'm going to have a reaction I get angry at him 
'cause I'm a diabetic, and 1 get scrupulous because I'm 
angry. 
N What about the sexual thoughts? 
P Well, that's because that's how I came to be . 
N 
p 
Goal: Seek information 
It was now evident that Mary would not ~os.tpone the 
wedding. My feelings were: "I j ust feel sad. Perhaps 
there is more that someone else could have done, or that 1 
could have done, but I tried, and it is her life." 
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Hy thoughts were now gradually adjuatiQg theaselves 
to tha outlook that, perb&pa, the .. rriasa would be better 
than I had anticipated. I waa not fully convinced of 
tbil. 
1 think Fred loves Mary, and that aha loves him. 
Sba certainly is gettins aomeone who wants to 
taka car' of her, and be is getting juat what be 
wants too. I'm afraid though he'll find he got 
mora of what be wanted than be bargained for. 
InUrviaw 64 Incident 100 
N And bow doea abe (Mary's .other) feel about Fred? 
P Sba likes b1a and is glad. 
N Than abe doesn't feel the way your father doea, that 
ba can't care for you quite the way they can? 
P Oh no, aha tbinka wben I leave b..a he'll cake her 
place. 
N You M&n be' ll be a 100tbar to you? 
P Well, that's bar idea. It's not that way at all; I 
wouldn't want it that way. 
N Than your mother sees you aa a little girl too. 
P (Mary apoka of wantins to help others when they were 
lick and needed help.) I want to tell thea, "Your 
loved and needed," and I sat angry when I can't . 
N You gat depreaaed and need help. Do you feel ansry 
when you can ' t help rourself to feel loved and needed? 
P Yea, I do, but I can t help myaalf. 
N Do you get angrx when others don't aeea to give you the 
help you feel Ebey should? 
P Yaa . I get angry at you and the doctor. 
Goal: Clarify Mary's dapandancy and 
anser . 
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Interview 64 Incident 101 
A airen began to scream a .. e.mere outaide. 
p I'• aeared of fire enginea. 
want to look tbe other way. 
Every tt.e 1 aee one I (Mary waa anxioua.) 
N Fire engine& are usually to 
tho.. 
belp people, not frighten 
p 
N 
1 know, but I'• still seared of them. 1 just want to 
put •Y hands over my ears. 
You aaid when the word f--- comes into your mind you 
want to put your hands over your eara. la it there 
whon rou hear a fire engine? 
P 1 don t know. (Mary was very frightened.) 
N Do you bave any aexual thougbta or fealinga? 
P 1 don't know. 1 was in a reataurant, and I thought 
it wu on fire . 1 just wanted to run, but I made my -
aalf atop and think. there vaa no fire. (Mary told 
of tald.ng a courae i n life aaving in aebool.) I even 
thou&l>t of drowning and reaeue when 1 waa depreued. 
N Did you feel you were drowning? 
P Yea, 1 did. 1 didn't want to live, yet I wanted to 
eave other persona' lives. 
N Maybe your li.fe wu !.portent. 
P ~ry tiagan 1ama social chatter.) 
Thought: there'• that reaeue fanteay. 
Goal: Work towarda clarifying that 
Mary wished to bo raacuad. 
Correction: "The fire deparcment not only 
puts out fires, but eaves lives ." 
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Interview 65 Incident 102 
P I got so angry with Fred Saturday nigbt . 
N Oh, what about? 
P We went to a party, and all the men were his buddies . 
I was so scared, and Fred went into the kitchen and 
stayed there all ni~t . He knew how scared I was. 
N Did you get angry, cause you didn't feel Fred was 
helping you as much as he should? 
P Yes, when he's with anyone he concentrates his whole 
attention on them. That's the way he is with dogs 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
N 
p 
even. 
He concentrated his whole attention on his buddies and 
forgot about you . 
Yea, and I got jealous. I talked to him about it later, 
and he said it was the last time he'd see his buddies 
before he got married. 
Usually you're the center of his attention. Are you 
concerned that when you're married he'll see you every 
day and when he goes out his attention will be centered 
on others? 
No. I was shocked to find out how dependent I was on 
him. I never thought I was . 
Dependent on him to protect and help you. 
Yes, I always think of myself as being independent. 
Goal: 
Correction: 
Seek information to clarify 
Mary's dependent relationships. 
"In what ways are you dependent 
upon Fred?" 
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Interview 66 Incident 103 
We had been discussing Mary's fear of fire engines. 
N Your father rode a fire engine didn't he? 
P Yes, before he worked at the store. 
N Do you think this might have anything to do with your 
fear? 
P No, I think it's because fires are hot, and it has 
something to do with sex. 
N In what way? 
P 1 don ' t know. (Mary spoke of work . ) 
Goal: Seek information. 
Interview 67 Interview 104 
P Hy mother told me she knew someone that had become a 
diabetic . 1 thought it was my father, but she said it 
was a man at the clinic. 
N You thought right away it was your father. Has anything 
occurred that might make you think this? 
P He loves candy and nuts, and he's given them up. 
N Is this new, or has it been awhile? 
P No, it happened about two years ago . He hasn't been 
looking good, but he had all his teeth out . 
N 
p 
Thought: 
Goal : 
Correction: 
Mother got sick and father gave 
up 'goodies' when Mary was see· 
ing the priest. 
Seek information. 
"Why do you think your father 
gave up candy and nuts two years 
ago?11 
) 
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Interview 68 Incident 105 
P I've noticed latelr that vben I look at Fred and think, 
"Ob, he'a aOII&tbin." I get angry at bill. I think I 
puab bia away . 
N 
p 
Goal: Obtain clarification. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INI:ERPRETATIQI OF DATA 
Tbe primary objective of this study was to identify 
end evaluate the clinical effectivaoeas of the various 
.. thods employed to alter denial. A aecondary objective 
was that of identifyin&, if possible, the influence that 
the nurse therapist's feelings, thoughts, and beliefs 
exerted upon the choice of .. thod . 
These objectives required that data analysia be con-
ducted in fOW" areas. Tbaae areas were: (a) the nurse 
therapist's reaponae, (b) the patient's response, (e) the 
relationship between the nurae therapist'• and the patient's 
reaponaes, and (d) the relati onship between the nurse 
therapist's subjective experiences and methoda employed to 
alter denial. 
Content Analyaia vaa adopted as the aethod of analyzing 
all c• mication data. 
The final nurae tberepist -patiant couplet in each inter-
action incident waa deai&n&ted as the unit to be analyzed. 
The preceding communication was felt to ba nacaaaary to 
aatablish a frame of reference in which to view this unit. 
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Kuraa Tbarapiat Response 
Categorization of the aurae therapiat raaponse was 
perfor.ed by the nurse with the intention of iaolating and 
idantifyin& those .ethods e.ployed in the clinical situa-
tion. 
Tha definition developed for each category evolved 
from tha data. A total of six groupingl emerged from pre-
liminary attempts to identify aiGilaritiaa and differences 
between the various response• of the nuraa therapist. 
One of these six categoriaa, that of .tacellaneous 
reaponae, wu eliJOinated. Tbil grouping waa cooaposed of 
incidantl which could not be claaaified under any other 
lingle category of response . Although thil atep involved 
the loaa of some data, it waa felt that incidents which 
were aufficiently ubiguouo to allow placement in more than 
one claoa would effect the results of the etudy in an un-
predictable manner . 
In the final clauification of r.ha nurae therapist 
raaponaaa five categories were developed. The methods 
identified in this .anner were: (a) Agrenent-Dilagree.ent, 
(b) Concluaion Presenting, (c) Raaaeurance, (d) Indirect 
Invaatigative, and (e) the Invear.igativa Hathod. 
Tho Agreeeent-Disagreemeot Hethod.--Thia category 
conaiated of those questions and atata.entl posed in such 
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a manner that the only possible responses were yes, no, or 
a statement of indefiniteness as, 111 don't know." The 
questions may, or may not, have elicited further amplifica-
tion of the initial yes-no response. A suggested 'conclu-
sion' may have been embodied in the questions and state-
ments; however, this 'conclusion' was not based on the 
immediate preceding communication. The intention of these 
responses was to obtain further information. 
This category did not include responses which had any 
goal other than eliciting information. Also excluded 
were: (a) restatements of the patient's immediate prior 
verbalization, (b) open-ended responses, and (c) conclu-
sion presenting responses when the conclusion was based 
on the patient's immediate prior communication. 
Employing this definition to categorize nurse responses, 
a total of 22 responses were identified as the Agreement-
Disagreement Method. 
The Conclusion Presenting Method. --Tbis category was 
composed of questions or statements which presented a con-
clusion based on the patient's immediate prior communica-
tion. The offering of these conclusions precluded eliciting 
this content through the participation and involvement of 
the patient. The intention of these responses was to clarify, 
to aid the patient in drawing associations, or to establish 
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agreement as a basis for further investigation. 
Tbe delimitations of this category excluded those 
responses which were restatements of the patient's immedi· 
ate prior verbalizations, sought to eli cit information, or 
reduce anxiety . Also excluded were conclusion conveying 
responses that were based on any communication other than 
the patient's immediate prior verbalizations. 
The characteristics of this class were found in 31 of 
the total 105 responses. 
The Reassurance Hethod.--Tbis category consisted of 
any question or statement presented in such a manner that 
it either directed attention away from a specific area of 
anxiety or sou;ht to offer encouragement. The intention 
of these responses was to reduce anxiety. 
All responses which bad any goal other than the 
reduction of anxiety were excluded from this category. 
Four nurse therapist responses were classified in 
this grouping. 
The Indirect Investigative Method. --This category in· 
cluded any circuitous open-ended question or redundant 
statement which digressed from the central issue under dis -
cussion. The intention of these responses was to elicit 
information or obtain clarification. 
The delimitations of this category excluded all re-
sponses which: (a) were posed in a yes-no manner, 
(b) restated the patient's immediate prior verbalizations, 
(c) presented a conclusion based on immediate prior com· 
munication, (d) were issue-specific in nature, or (e) had 
the reduction of anxiety as their goal . 
Twenty responses were identified as illustrative of 
the Indirect Investigative Method. 
The Direct Investigative Method.--This category was 
composed of any open-ended question or statement which 
sought specific information on, or clarification of, the 
central issue under discussion. The patient's immediate 
prior verbalizations may have been restated to effect a 
focusing of attention. The intention of this method was 
to investigate, clarify, evaluate, or assist the patient 
in drawing associations. 
Those responses which were posed in a yes-no fashion, 
presented a conclusion based on immediate preceding com-
munication, or sought to reduce anxiety were excluded from 
this category. Open-ended questions which were not issue-
specific in nature were also excluded. 
Employing this definition, 28 incidents were classi· 
fied as the Direct Investigative Method. 
Patient Response 
A three member jury, composed of nurse therapists, 
categorized the patient's responses . Knowledge of the 
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results achieved in the analysis of the nurse therapist's 
responses was not available to the jury. 
Each jury member performed their classification iso-
lated from other jury members to prevent possible external 
influence. The jury members were instructed to place eacb 
patient response into one of three categories: denial, 
absence of denial, or indeterminate. 
An a-priori definition of denial was developed from 
the literature. The following operational definition of 
denial was used as a basis for classific.ation. Denial may 
be seen in the utilization of evasive measures such as the 
withdrawal or re-direction of attention, the withdrawal or 
re-direction of verbalizations, and in the substitution of 
generalization for specificity, except in those instances 
in which the individual is so obviously flooded with emotion 
that maintenance of function is not possible. Denial need 
not be absolute. Demonstrative of incomplete denial are 
contradictory verbalizations, and contradictions between 
word and action in which the individual knows the 'truth,' 
but acts as if it did not exist. The functioning of denial 
in perception may be seen in the free offering of straight-
forward 'facts' with an apparent lack of understanding of 
these 'facts. ' 
The initial agreement between jury members was 63%. 
No jury member was in outstanding disagreement with the two 
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othor members. An opportunity was presented to the jury 
to re-evaluate those incidents in which their opinion di-
verged from that of the other members. One jury member 
did not take advantage of this re-evaluation. An agree-
ment of 76% resulted from the re-evaluation. 
The jury found that 43% of the patient's responses 
reflected an absence of denial, and 54~ displayed denial. 
Three of the total 105 responses were classified indeter-
minate. 
Relationship Between Nurse Therapist and Patient Responses 
The results of the two categorization processes previ-
ously discussed were combined to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the v4rious methods employed to alter denial. 
A simple procedure was adopted to effect this analysis. 
The frequency that denial, or the absence of denial, oc-
curred in response to each identified method was determined 
by a count . The three patient responses categorized inde-
terminate were excluded from this count . This reduced the 
total nurse therapist-patient couplets from 105 to 102 . 
Table 1 will illustrate the analysis performed. 
One incident, number 23, was oeitted from the tabulation 
of the Agreement-Disagreement Method. The remaining 21 
instances of this method demonstrated a 43~ presence of 
denial . 
Table 1 
Combined Results of Categorization of 
Nurse Therapist and Patient Responses 
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(Interaction incident number is used to designate 
classification of both nurse and 
patient responses) 
Agreement - Conclusi on !Reassurance Indirect Direct Investiga- Investiga-Disagreement Presenting tive tivc Method Method Method Method Method 
No No No No J:!o De- De- De- De- De- De- De- De- De- De-
nial Dial Dial Dial nial nial nial nial nial nial 
4 8 12 11 l 19 9 2 6 3 
7 20 15 16 5 10 38 21 27 
13 34 18 17 22 14 44 24 30 
25 45 29 26 32 60 33 31 
47 54 48 28 39 61 36 35 
66 56 51 70 41 72 42 37 
78 58 53 73 50 43 40 
102 69 55 80 59 46 77 
104 81 57 84 63 49 82 
86 68 87 65 52 85 
92 74 89 7l 62 90 
99 75 93 91 83 97 
76 100 96 94 105 
79 98 
88 103 
95 
101 
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Following the omission of incident 64, thirty inci-
dents comprised t he Conclusion Presenting Method. Denial 
was present in 57~ of these incidents . 
A 751 presence of denial resulted from the tabulation 
of the four couplets which composed the Reassurance Method. 
Incident 67 was omitted from the Indirect Investiga-
tive Method. The 19 remaining responses demonstrated a 
69~ presence of denial. 
Examination of the 28 responses identified as the 
Direct Investigative Method yielded a 54% presence of 
denial . 
A reduction in the patient's tendency to deny was 
demonstr ated in a comparison of the percentage of denial 
in the first and last quarter of the incidents. Inci-
dence of denial in the initial quarter, incidents l-52, 
was 62~; in the last quarter, incidents 80-105, a 421 
incidence was found to exist. 
Several interpretations have been made on the basis 
of these results. 
It was felt that the low degree of effectiveness demon-
strated by the Reassurance and the Indirect Investigative 
methods was consistent with the evasion inherent within 
these two methods. Counter-evasion is ineffectual in 
altering denial. 
Although the three remaining methods, Agreement-
Disagreement, Conclusion Presenting, and the Direct 
Investigative Method, were demonstrated effective, this 
effectiveness must be interpreted as inconclusive. 
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These results wore felt to reflect those limitations 
inherent in both the Agreement-Disagreement and Conclu-
sion Presenting methods. Neither method would directly 
involve the patient unless employed in conjunction with 
other methods. Thus an opportunity for the maintenance 
or return of denial is ever present . 
It was anticipated that the Direct Investigative 
Method would demonstrate a conclusive degree of effec-
tiveness in altering denial. The concept of anxiety may 
explain this unexpected result. If it is assumed that 
denial is employed to ward off anxiety, then the antici-
pated effect of initial direct investigation of areas of 
anxiety would be a response of denial. 
It follows that the effectiveness of the nurse thera-
pist response may not always be determined by the immediately 
following patient response . An alterat.ion in denial may not 
be demonstrated until the issue is again discussed in a 
later interview. This occurrence was attested to when in· 
cidents 91 and 100 were contrasted with 102, incidents 101 
with 103, and incident 86 with 105. Thus constant repeti-
tive investigation of an issue, irrespective of method, 
would be a requireaent for the alteration of deaial. 
Colby (1960, p. 72) supported thia view. 
Tba adult paycbic apparatua ia bigbly atable to 
inforaational input . Selective inputa .uat be 
repeatedly run through a patient' a atructural 
codaa over long stretches of time before the 
code changes in a durable way. Over and over, 
in a variety of contexte, the aame .. uaga in· 
puta must be introduced by the analyat and 
aasimilated by the patient. 
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An additional procedure vaa daviaad for further analy· 
aia of tha data if a definitive identification of one 
.. tbod aa effective was not fortbcoaing. Tbia atep, in· 
volving further content analyaia, waa e.ployed. 
A aa.ple of those incidantl in which tba paeient' s 
raaponaa waa judged to be lacking in denial vaa drawn. 
Length waa the principle used for lAmpl• aalection. The 
aaapla vaa composed of all intar•ction incident• of six 
or more nurse eherapist·patient couplcta . Thia criterion 
was mat by twenty incidents; numbera 8, 27, 28, 30, 35, 37, 
45, 54, 60, 61, 70, 72, 77, 84, 85, 89, 92, 93, 97, and 100. 
Thaae incidents vera analyzed reaponaa by response. 
The intaneion vas eo ideneify re-occurring the.as in the 
nurae tharapiat response• that aigbt have prior influence 
upon tha patient responae originally judgad to be lacld.ng 
in denial. 
Four aelf explanatory categoriaa were .. ployed in 
thia analyaia. These groupings focuaad upon intent rather 
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than content or structure., of the c~ieat1on. These 
cateaoriee with the frequence of occurrence were as fol-
lowa: 
(a) lnforaation seeking response• occurred in 98 of the 
total 157 responses . 
(b) Clarification of the patient's communication was 
aouaht in ten responses. 
(c) Five encouragement responses were identified. 
(d) Reaponaea seeking agreement aa a baais for further 
inveatigation occurred in 44 1natancea. 
The .anner 1n which these four categoriea of n\lrse 
therapiat response were employed waa then inveatigated in 
an att ... pt to discover the possible axiltence of patterns. 
Two tha.es evolved. 
The first pattern dealt with thoae reeponaea desig-
nated enco\lr&gement. These responses were employed to 
facilitate procurement of further information on a speci-
fic aubject. Encouraging reaponaes were utilized only 
when the patient had great difficulty communicating in an 
anxiety-laden S\lbject area. These raaponeea conveyed 
either the nurse's interest or a atrona auaaeation to pro-
ceed with coaaunieation. 
The aecond pattern involved the category of responses 
which aought patient agreement as a baeia for further in-
veetigation. Two distinct usagea were identified; detering 
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avaaion and definin& or clarifying an ambiguoua hsue. 
Agreement seeking raaponaaa were employed in 44 instances, 
36 of these sought to evart antici pated evaaion. Eight 
raaponses sought to define or elucidate ambiguity. An ex-
aaple of this latter uaaae would be, "You aee11 to be con-
earned about. 
" 
One further pattern wu uncovered. It did not involve 
the categories of nuraa ruponse. Tbia pattern involved 
the use of recall, and conaiated of introjectins tbe pa-
tient ' s pr ior communication into the present interview. 
Recollecti on wa1 employed in eleven responses; in four 
inat&nces to clarify an i11ue and thrice to introduce addi-
tional aspects of the i1aue under discuasion. Me.ory was 
uaed four tt.es to dater anticipated evasion or contradic-
tion of .aterial ..t\ich bad bean clarified pravioualy. 
Several patterns evolved when each incident was viewed 
in its total context. These themes involved two areas . 
The first area waa the .anner in which the particular 
catesories of nurae tharapiat response were co11bined to 
for. the total incident. 
Six incident• ware c011posed only of tboaa responses 
designated information aeekins. The subject matter of 
theae incidents waa of low threat to the patient; a direct 
diacuaaion of sexual or dependency problema was not in-
volved. 
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A combined use of information and agreement seeking 
responses was found in twelve incidents. The content of 
these incidents was threatening and involved issues which 
tbe patient generally attempted to evade. 
Two incidents combined information seeking witb en-
couraging responses . 
The second pattern involving the total interaction in-
cident was that of the specificity of the nurse's focus 
upon the subject matter . 
In fifteen of the twenty incidents each succeeding 
nurse response became increasingly issue specific. The 
effect was a consistent focus of attention on an ever-
narrowing issue or aspect of an issue. 
The remaining five incidents followed an identical 
design until a point was reached in wbicb the focus of tbe 
nurse response became more general. Following this, the 
previous pattern was resumed. This shift of focus from 
specific to general occurred with responses that attempted 
to establish relationships or introduce additional aspects 
of the issue under discussion. 
Relationship Between the Nurse Therapist's Subjective 
Experiences and Methods Employed to Alter Denial 
One further step was undertaken in the analysis of 
the data . The purpose was to identify, if possible, the 
influence exerted by the nurse therapist's feelings , 
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thoughts, and beliefs upon the choice of method. 
Influence was identified by the presence of a pattern 
rather than statistical correlation. The occurrence in 
time of the nurse therapist's subjective feelings was com-
pared with the timing of the concentrated presence or ab-
sence of each par ticular method. 
The Reassurance Method. --This approach was adopted in 
two brief periods. During the first period the nurse was 
fearful that the patient would suicide (Interviews 8-11). 
Tbe second period, Interview 17, corresponded to the nurse's 
doubt of her own, and her supervisor ' s, abilities to evalu-
ate and treat the patient. 
It would appear that this method was adopted when ex-
ternal occurrences were interpreted as dangerous to the pa-
tient, and the response to this interpretation was a felt 
inadequacy to protect the patient. The subjective experi -
ences which were found to coincide with reassurance may 
have been influenced by two factors. The nurse therapist ' s 
previous orientation to psychiatric nursing and the ini-
tial experience of working intensively with an 'unknown' de-
pressed patient outside the structure and security supplied 
by hospitalization. 
The Indirect Investigative Method. - -This tactic was em-
ployed heavily during those periods (Interviews 13, 28, and 
43) when the nurse had made a definite decision. Interview 
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16 was the only instance of decision making which did not 
occur in conjunction with reliance upon this method. This 
decision was sufficiently ambivalent that it could be 
termed hesitant or indecisive with ease. 
The choice of this method, rather than others, when 
decisions were made concerning the patient may reflect ambiv-
alence of a specific nature . A decision implies a desired 
alteration of a situation, however, persistent feelings that 
the patient would block all efforts to accomplish this goal 
• 
may have accompanied decision making. It is felt that more 
specific data on subjective e.Kperiences would be required 
to substantiate this interpretation. 
Direct Investigative Method.--There appears to be some 
relationship between the use of this method and the intensity 
of the nurse therapist's subjective eKPeriences. The feel-
ings of anKiety, hopelessness, being alone and responsible 
were present during a large portion of this span of therapy. 
This method appeared to be used when these feelings were 
minimal . During Interviews 11 and 12 the fear of patient 
suicide evaporated. The method was relied upon heavily 
during Interviews 23-32, a period of comparatively less 
intense anKiety and hopelessness. Interviews 36 and 37 were 
characterized by hope; interviews 55 and 56 by comfort. 
During Interview 63 there occurred some resolution of the 
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prevailing feelingo . Tha Direct-Investigative Method was 
not used during periodo of increased anxiety, fear, and 
anger (Interviews 8-10; 13·21; 38-54) . 
Agreement-Dioagreamant and Conclusion Preoanting 
Hetbods.--The relationobip between these method• and the 
nuroa's subjective experiences was not 1ufficiantly con-
oiotent to directly relata the two. However a definite 
pattern emerged when the concentrated usage of these 
mothods was compared with periods of concentrated usage of 
denial by the patient. 
Incidents 41· 53, 74·80, and 94-98 display large blocks 
in wbich the patient'• retponse had been defined denial . 
Tbaoe incidents vera followed by incidents in which the 
nurse response had bean daaignated either agreament -
disagree.ent or concluoion presenting. 
Two instances of concentrated reliance upon denial, 
Incidents 4· 15 and 62-68, were succeeded by reliance upon 
the Conclusion Praoenting Method. 
During the initial interval of denial, Interviews 8-16, 
all .. thods were employed. No relationahip other than 
that discussed could be found between the patient' 1 denial 
and the method employed by the nurse . 
The use of these two methods as a response to patient 
denial would appear to tuggeot the presence of unidenti· 
fied or generali~ed oubjactive experienceo. 
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Definite indicat.iona of the pendulua affect of co= mi-
cation were deaonstrated with the uae of thea• .etbods as 
a raaponae to patient denial. One aapeet of this effect 
waa the tendency to respond to denial with denial, in the 
form of a lack of direction or specificity. Tbia would ap-
pear to be substantiated by Robinaon'a (1960) view that the 
achizophrenic individual manipulatea othera through the use 
of their defense mechani sms . 
A aecond indication of the pendulum effect was the 
deaperation with wbicb agreesent vat aougbt on any issue, 
ragardla11 of ita t.poreance, folloving blocks of aaasive 
denial. A third reapoase was demonstrated in an over-
aagarnaaa to reduce denial . Tbia resulted in leesening the 
patient's involvement when the therapist moved too rapidly 
for the patient to follow . 
CIIAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
S.-ary 
During the clinical investigative phase of nursing 
therapy various COIIIIIUnication methods were employed by the 
nurse therapist to alter the defensive denial presented by 
a patient with a Borderline Schizophrenic Reaction. Would 
the identification and evaluation of the clinical effective-
ness of these methods contribute to the development of new 
knowledge in psychiatric nursing? Would investigation of 
certain factors which influenced the choice of methods 
used, yield further insights for the advancement of nursing 
therapy? 
The objectives of this study were: (a) to describe 
the clinical investigative phase of nursing therapy in one 
instance of its practice, (b) to identify the various 
methods employed to alter one patient's denial, (c) to 
evaluate the clinical effectiveness of the various methods 
employed to alter one patient's denial, (d) to identify the 
effect that the nurse therapist's feelings, thoughts, and 
beliefs had upon the c:hal.ce of method employed to alter 
denial, and (d) to develop hypotheses concerning the 
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inter-relationship of clinical practice, clinical supervi-
sion and nurse therapist-student learning difficulties. 
Content analysis was employed to investigate selected 
data obtained in clinical interviews . The interviews were 
conducted by a neophyte nurse therapist with a single pa-
tient who relied heavily upon defensive denial. 
Through categorization of the nurse therapist's 
responses, five methods were identified. 
which were employed to alter denial were: 
Those methods 
(a) Agreement-
Disagreement, (b) Conclusion Presenting, (c) Reassurance, 
(d) Indirect Investigative, and (d) Direct Investigative 
M.ethod. 
The presence or absence of denial was determined for 
each patient response. This reaction of the patient was 
used as an indicator of effectiveness for each identified 
nurse therapist method. 
Two methods, the Indirect I.nvestigative and Reassurance, 
demonstrated a low degree of effectiveness in altering 
patient denial. Although the three remaining methods were 
found to be more effective, these results were inconclu-
sive. No single method could be definitively identified 
as most effective. 
A sample, consisting of twenty incidents , was drawn 
from the original data to identify nurse therapist response 
patterns effective in altering denial. 
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The general pattern of nurse therapist response which 
consistently appeared was an ever-increasing refinement of 
focus on the issue, or one aspect of the issue under dis -
cussion. 
Specific patterns of nurse therapist response were 
i dentified in three areas: those effective in deterring 
evasion, clarifying an ambiguous issue, and procuring in-
formation. 
Data relating to the nurse therapist's feelings, 
thoughts, and beliefs were presented in conjunction with 
nurse therapist -patient interaction incidents to effect a 
description of certain aspects of the clinical investiga-
tive phase of nursing therapy. 
Patterns of relationship were sought regarding the 
effect of these subjective experiences upon c.hoice of 
method employed to alter denial. Direct relationship 
patterns were identified for the Reassurance, Indirect 
Investigative, and Direct Investigative Methods. The 
Agreement-Disagreement and Conclusion Presenting Methods 
appeared to be more directly related to the patient's 
denial. 
Findings 
1. The methods of communication employed to alter denial 
included: (a) Agreement-Disagreement, (b) Conclusion 
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Preseneing, (c) Reassurance, (d) Indirect Investigative, 
and (e) the Direct Investigative Method. 
2. The Reassurance and the Indirect Investigative 
methods were found to yield limited effectiveness in alter-
ing denial. 
3. A greater degree of effectiveness was demonseraeed 
in relation to the utilization of those methods of communi-
cation designated Agreement-Disagreement, Conclusion Present-
ing, and the Direct Investigative . 
4. One single method of communication could not be 
identified definitively as most effective. 
5. The overall pattern of therapist response found 
effective in altering patient denial was an ever-increasing 
specificity of focus throughout the interview. 
6 . The patterns of therapist response which appear 
effective in deterring anticipated evasion were: (a) peri-
odically obtaining the patient's agreement on specific 
anxiety provoking issues before proceeding with the in· 
vestigation of these issues, (b) introducing information 
obtained in prior interviews, and (c) ever-increasing spe -
cificity. 
7. The patterns of therapist response which were ef-
fective in clarifying ambiguous issues were: (a) obtain-
ing the patient's agreement on, or definition of, the 
U2 
apecific iaaue, and (b) introducins inforaation obtained 
in prior interviews to amplify the iaaue under discussion. 
8. Tbe patterns of therapist response which were ef-
fective in facilitating information procurement were: 
(a) specificity, and (b) at timos of great anxiety for the 
patient, offering encouragement which requested the main-
tenance of communication . 
9. The following patterna were identified in regard 
to the effect the nurse therapisrs subjective experiences 
had upon the choice of aethod employed to altar denial. 
(a) The Reassurance Method vas used in conjunction with 
experiences subjectively evaluated as dangerous to the 
patient when the nurse therapist' a reaponae was that of 
felt inadequacy to .eet the responsibilities assumed. 
(b) The Indirect Investigative Method was employed in 
conjunction with decision making . 
(c) The Direct Investigative Method was uaed only during 
those periods characteri~ed by minimal nurse therapist 
anxiety . 
10. No direct relationship could be established beeween 
the nurse therapist's subjective experiences and the use of 
the A&rea.ent-Disagre..ent and Conclusion Preaenting Methods . 
However, both methods were relied upon heavily following 
periods of intense patient denial . 
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Conclusions 
The hypotheses which have evolved from this study are 
presented in relation to the general and specific areas of 
nursing therapy. 
1. Hypotheses relating to denial and therapy: 
(a) The patient's emotional and intellectual involvement 
in nursing therapy is essential to an alteration in denial . 
(b) The patient's emotional and intellectual commitment 
to nursing therapy is essential to an alteration in denial. 
(c) The patient's emotional and intellectual commitment 
to nursing therapy is dependent upon two factors, the 
nurse therapist's behavior and urgent motivation arising 
from occurrences in the patient's life situation to which 
the patient responds with defenses that prove inadequate. 
(d) If those patterns of communication which have been 
identified as effective in altering denial are employed by 
the nurse therapist, then patient denial will be altered. 
(e) If communication patterns can be identified which are 
effective in altering denial, then patterns effective in 
alteri ng other defenses can be identified. 
2. Hypotheses relating to the effects of denial upon 
persons intimately involved with the denying individual: 
(a) If denial is heavily relied upon as a defense, then 
responses of hopelessness and helplessness are experienced 
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in those individuals whose intention is to effect a reduc -
tion of denial or selective attention. 
(b) Massive denial begets anger which may be internalized 
or externalized in its expression. 
(c) Massive deni al may evoke a response of denial. 
3. Hypotheses concerning the effects of the nurse 
therapist's initial experiences with out-patient therapy: 
(a) If the nurse therapist has assumed the responsibility 
inherent in her role, then her response to the initial ex-
perience of conducting nursing therapy with a patient re -
siding in the community will be that of anxiety. 
(b) The anxiety experienced by the nurse therapist will 
be related to patient welfare and the effectiveness of the 
nurse therapist's evaluative and predictive abilities . 
(c) The degree of anxiety experienced by the nurse thera-
pist will be dependent upon the extent to which the nurse 
therapist feels she knows and understands the patient and 
her evaluation of her own abilities . Thus, anxiety will 
be high when patient understanding and the nurse therapist's 
skills and abilities are felt to be limited. Anxiety will 
be minimal when patient understanding and the nurse thera -
pist's skills and abilities are felt to be adequate and/or 
extensive. 
4. Hypotheses relating to nursing therapy supervision 
and student learning: 
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(a) If the nurse therapist student's subjective experiences 
are reflected in those communication methods she employs in 
the clinical setting, then the nursing therapy supervisor 
can use these methods as a diagnostic tool to determine the 
causative areas of learning difficulties encountered by 
the student. 
(b) If the supervisor seeks the student ' s subjective ex-
periences relating to the patient, discusses these experi-
ences and their effects upon clinical functioning, then the 
student's ability to attend to, to identify, and to work 
through her feelings will be enhanced. 
(c) When opposing beliefs on specific issues of therapy 
are held by student and supervisor, student learning will 
be reduced until some resolution of opposition is attempted. 
(d) If the Direct Investigative Method can not be employed 
by the student during periods of intense anxiety and hope-
lessness, then supervisory concentration upon teaching and 
application of the direct investigative method will be 
more effective during periods of reduced or limited anxiety. 
Rec0111111endations 
It can be recommended that: 
1. Future research be designed to test the hypotheses 
derived from this exploration of the inter-relationship of 
therapist communication and patient denial . 
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2. Further research be conducted on those verbal com-
munication patterns which this study found effective in al-
tering denial. 
3. Additional exploration of those factors which in-
fluence therapist communication be undertaken. 
4. A study of the nurse therapist's initial experi-
ence with out -patient ther apy be conducted to determine 
the degree of anxi ety experienced, anxiety provoking issues 
or situations, and the effect of this anxiety upon clinical 
practice and student learning. 
5 . Investigation be under taken to explore the possi -
bility of employing communication methods, used by the nurse 
therapist student, as a diagnostic tool to determine causa-
tive areas of learning difficulties encountered by the 
student. 
6 . Overt and covert manifestations of the pendulum 
effect concept be explor ed in regard to nursing communica-
tion. 
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